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opposition to Aristotle and to the whole school of the Peri-
patetics, he eagerly seized the occasion to back up his opinion by
the authority of an illustrious name.

Reuanr. The problem of compound syllogisms raised by Galen has
considerable interest from the systematic point of view. Investigating
the number of valid moods of the syllogisms consisting of three pre-
misses, I have found that theri are forty-four valid moods, the figures
Ft, F2, F4, F5, F6, and F7 having six moods each, and figure F8
eight. Figure F3 is empty. It has no valid moods, for it is not possible
to find premisses of the form A-8, C-8, C-D such that a conclusion
of the form A-D would, follow from them. This {esult, if known, would
certainly be startling for students of the traditional logic. Mr. C. A.
Meredith, who attended my lectures delivered on this subject in r949
at lJniversity College, Dublin, has found some general formulae
concerning the number of figures and valid moods for syllogisms of z
terms, including expressions of I and 2 terms. I publish these formulae
here with his kind permission:

Number of terms n
Number of figures 2n-L
Number of figures with valid moods $(n2-ntz)
Nrrmber of valid moods n(3n-r)

For all n every non-empty figure has 6 valid moods, except one that
has zn valid moods.

Examples:
Numberof terms r, 2, 3, 4r.,., ro
Number of f igures r, 2, 4, 8r..., 5rz
Number of figures with valid moods r, 2, 4, 7r..., 46
Number of valid moods . 2, ro,2+, 44,..., 2go

It is obvious that for large n's the number of figures rvith valid moods
is comparatively small against the number of all figures. For z: ro
we have 46 against 5re respectively, i.e.466 figures are empty.-For
z : I there is only r figure, A-A, with z valid moods, i.e. the laws of
identity. For z:2 there are z figures:

.Premiss Conclusion
A_B A_B
B-A A_B

Fr
Fz

with ro valid moods, 6 in Fr (viz. four substitutions of the proposi-
tional law of identity, e.g. 'if all A is B, then all A is B' , and two laws
of subordination), and 4 moods in Fz (viz. four laws of conversion).

CHAPTER I I I

g ry. Perfe*,,o o*e,ij,i,,rsY 
S T E M

IN the introductory chapter to the syllogistic Aristotle divides all
syllogisms into perfect and imperfect. 'f call that a perfect syllo-
dt*', he says, 'which needs nothing other than what has been
stated to make the necessity evident I a syllogism is imperfect, if
it needs either one or more components which are necessary by
the terms set down, but have not been stated by the premisses.'r
This passage needs translation into logical terminology. Every
Aristotelian syllogism is a true implication, the antecedent of
which is the joint premisses and the consequent the conclusion.
What Aristotle says means, therefore, that in a perfbct syllogism
the connexion between fhe antecedent and the consequent is
evident of itself without an additional p;oposition. Perfect syllo-
gisms are self-evident statements which do not possess and do not
need a demonstration; they are indemonstrable, dvan66ewrot.z
Indemonstrable true statements of a deductive system are now
called axioms. The perfect syllogisms, therefore, are the axioms of
the syllogistic. On the other hand, the imperfect syllogisms are not
self-evident; they must be provi:d by means of one or more pro-
positions which result from the, premisses, but are different from
them.

Aristotle knows that not all true propositions are demon-
strable.3 He says that a proposition of the form ',4 belongs to B'
is demonstrable if there exists a middle term, i.e. a term which
forms with A and.B true premisses of a valid syllogism having the
above proposition as the conclusion. If such a middle term does

I An. pr. i. t, z4bzz rlAercv piv oiv xqA<i ou)Jioycopdv rdv pqievds dilou rpooiedn
pevov napd td eD,qppiva npds td $ovfivac td dvoyxotov, tire.lf 6t tdv ;poo}edpeov i
tvis fi r\edvav, E Zott ltiv dlayxoie itd t6w inoxetpivov 6puv, oi ltiy ei)tlntat 6d,
np6to,oeov.

2 Commenting upon thd above passage Alexander uses the expression dvdn66et-
xros, 24. z: €v6s. plv o$v npoo\iovrat of dreAeis ouiloycoltoi of prds dlrcotpo$ffs
6e6pevot npds i dvay|fivot eis rwa t6v iv tQ rpcitrp oytipart tiw te).eiav xal d"vano-
6eixtav, rAetdvav 6t dooc 6rd 6rio 

'ivrcotpo$6v 
eis ixeivav tud. dvdyovrou Cf. also

p. 27, n.  2.
3 An. post. i. g, Tzbr9 ipets 6i $epev oite t6,oov dncotfiprlv d.noiewnxlv elvaq

ri,\ld r)v rdv dpioav dlan6ierxtov.
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not exist, the proposition is called 'immediate', d.y.eoos, i.e. with-
out a middle term. Immediate propositions are indemonstrable;
they are basic truths, dpyai.t To these statements of the Posterior
Analytics may be added a passage of the Prior Anafittrcs which
states that every demonstration and every syllogism must be
formed by means of the three syllogistical figures.2

This Aristotelian theory of proof has a fundamental flaw: it
supposes that all problems can be expressed by the four kinds
of syllogistic premiss and that therefore the categorical syllo-
gism is the only instrument of proof. Aristotle did not realize
that his own theory of the syllogism is an instance against this
conception. The syllogistic moods, being implications, are pro-
positions of another kind than the syllogistic premisses, but
nevertheless they are true propositions, and ifany of them is not
self-evident and indemonstrable it requires a proof to establish its
truth. The proof, however, cannot be done by means of a cate-
gorical syllogism, because an implication does not have either a
subject or a predicate, and it would be useless to look for a middle
term between non-existent extremes. This is perhaps a subcon-
scious cause of the special terminology Aristotle uses in the doc-
trine of the syllogistic figures. He does not speak of 'axioms' or
'basic truths' but of 'perfect syllogisms', and does not 'demon-
strdte' or 'prove' the imperfect syllogisms but 'reduces' them
(d"vd.yet or d.va)t,1e,.) to the perfect. The effects of this improper
terminology" persist till today. Keynes devotes to this matter a
whole section of his Formal Logic, entitled 'Is Reduction an essen-
tial part of the Doctrine of the Syllogism?', and comes to the
conclusion 'that reduction is not a necessary part of the doctrine
of the syllogism, so far as the establishment of the validity of the
different moods is concerned'.r This conclusion cannot be applied
to the Aristotelian theory of the syllogism, as this theory is an
axiomatized deductive system, and the reduction of the other
syllogistic moods to those of,the first figure, i.e. their proof as
theorems by means of the axioms, is an indispensable part of the
system.

Aristotle accepts as perfect syllogisms the moods of the first
I An. post. i. 23, B4bIg $avepdv 62 xai 6rq 6tav rd A rQ B inlpTp, ei piv Eort tc

lrioov, Eott 6et(at 6n rd A rQ B indpyec. . ., ei Et pri iorw, oixitt Eotw dzdEerfrs,
<il,\' { dri zris cipXds 666s aitq dcriv.

2 An. pr. i. z3,4tbr n6oav dnd6e$w xei n6lta ovAAoyrcpdv dvdyxl ytveoilar 6rd.
tP.@v tav tPo€LPnpcvttv sxlpef@v. 3 Op, cit., pp. 325-7.
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figure, called Barbara, Celarent, Darii, and Ferio.r Yet in the
last chapter of his systematic exposition he reduces the third and
fourth moods to the first two, and takes therefore as axioms of his
theory the most clearly evident syllogisms, Barbara and Cela-
rent,2 This detail is ofno little interest. Modern formal logic tends
to reduce the number of axioms in a deductive theory to a
minimum, and this is a tendency which has its first exponent in
Aristotle.

Aristotle is right when he says -that only two syllogisms are
needed as axioms to build up the whole theory of the syllogism.
He forgets, however, that the laws of conversion, which he uses
to reduce the imperfect moods to the perfect ones, also belong to
his theory and cannot be proved by means of the syllogisms.
There are three laws of conversion mentioned in ttre Prior
Analltics: the conversion of the E-premiss, of the ,4-premiss, and
of the /-premiss. Aristotle proves the first of these laws by what
he calls ecthesis, which requires, as we shall see later, a logical
process lying outside the limits of the syllogistic. As it cannot be
proved otherwise, it must be stated as a new axiom of the system.
The conversion of the l-premiss is proved by a thesis belonging
to the square of opposition of which there is no mention in the
Prior Analttics. We must therefore accept as a fourth axiom either
this law of conversion or the thesis of the square of opposition,
from which this law follows. Only the law of conversion of the
I-premisses can be proved without a new axiom.

There are still two theses that have to be taken into account,
although neither of them is explicitly stated by Aristotle, viz. the
laws of identity:'A belongs to all A' and'A belongs to some z4'.
The first of these laws is independent of all other theses of the
syllogistic. ff we want to have this law in the system, we must
accept it axiomatically. The second law of identity can be
derived from the first.

Modern formal logic distinguishes in a deductive system not
only between primitive and derivative propositions, but also
between primitive and defined terms. The constants of the
Aristotelian syllogistic are the four relations: (to belong to all'

' At the end ofchapter 4, containing the moods of the first figure, Aristotle says,
An. Pr. i.4, z6be9 6f,\or 6t xri. 6n ndlres of dv ei'tQ ouiloywpoi riAeni eiow.

' Ibid. 7, zgbt Eon 62 xai dveyayeCv tdvras tois ouAloynporis eis zor)s dr zr.i
nyirq oyfi pen xq06)\ou outrA,oyroltoris.
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or A, 'to belong to none' or E, 'to belong to some' or d and 'to
not-belong to some' or O. Two of them may be defined by the
other two by means of propositional negation in the following
way:'A does not belong to some B'means the same as 'It is not
true that./ belongs to all .B', and'A belongs to no.B' means the
same as 'It is not true that ,4 belongs to some .B'. In the same
manner.d could be defined by O, and lby E. Aristotle does not
introduce these definitions into his system, but he uses them
intuitively as arguments of his proofs. Let us quote as only one
example the proof of conversion of the .I-premiss. It runs as fol-
lows: 'If z4 belongs to some .8, then .B must belong to some l.
For if .B should belong to no l, r4 would belong to no 8.'I It is
obvious that in this indirect proof Aristotle treats the negation of
IB belongs to some I' as equlvalent to '.8 belongs to no 7'. As to
the other pair, A and O, Alexander says explicitly that the phrases
'to not-belong to some' and 'to not-belong to all' are different
only in words, but have equivalent meanings.2

ff we accept as primitive terms of the system the relations ,4
and f, defining E and O by means of them, we may, as-I stated
many years ago,3 build up the whole theory of the Aristotelian
syllogism on the following four axioms:

r. .d belongs to all A,
z. I belongs to some L
3. lf A belongs to all .B and .B belongs to all C, then A

belongs to all C. Barbara
4. lf A belongs to all .B and C belongs to some .8, then

I belongs to some C. Datisi

It is impossible to reduce the number of these axioms. In
particular they cannot be derived from the so-called dicnm dc
omni et nullo. This principle is differently formulated in different
text-books of logic, and always very vaguely. The classic formula-
tion, 'quidquid de omnibus valet, valet etiam de quibusdam et de
singulis' and 'quidquid de nullo valet, nec de quibusdam nec de

I An. pr. i. z, z5azo ei ydp 16 A nvi rQ B, xoi rd B r*i tQ A ,ivdyxy indpyeu. el
yd.p pq}evi, oriEi rd .d ori8evi r<! B. [Corr. by W. D. Ross.]

2 Alexander 84. 6 zd twi pi1 Srdpyer ioov iluvd.pevov tQ tli novti xoti. tfiv A({w
6ta$ipeu

3 J. Lukasiewicz, Ehmmty logiki matemattcznej (Elements of Mathematical Logic),
edited by M. Presburger (mimeographed), Warsaw- (rgzg), p. t7z; 'Znaczenie
analizy logicznej dla poznania' (Importance of Logical Analysis for Knowledge),
Przcgl. Filoz. (Philosophical Rcuicu), vol. xxxvii, Warsaw (tgg+), p. g7S,
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singulis valet', cannot be strictly applied to the Aristotelian logic,
as singular terms and propositions do not belong to it. Besides,
I do not see how it would be pOssible to deduce from this prin-
ciple the laws of identity and the mood Datisi, if anything at all
can be deduced from it. Moreover, it is evident that it is not one
single principle but two. It must be emphasized that Aristotle is
by no means responsible for this obscure principle. It is not true
that the dictum de omni et nullo was given by Aristotle as the axiom
on which all syllogistic inference is'based, as Keynes asserts.r It
is nowhere formulated in the Prior Ana['tics as a principle of
syllogistic. What is sometimes quoted as a formulation of this
principle is only an explanation of the words 'to be predicated of
all 'and 'of none'.2

It is a vain attempt to look for the principle of the Aristotelian
logic, if 'principle' means the same as 'axiom'. If it has another
meanipg, I do not understand the problem at all. Maier, who
has devoted to this subject another obscure chapter ofhis book,3
spins out philosophic speculations that neither have a basis in
themselves nor are supported by texts of the Prior Anal2tics.From
the standpoint of logic they are useless.

| fi. The logic of terms and the logic of propositions

To this day there exists no exact logical analysis of the proof!
Aristotle gives to reduce the imperfect syllogisms to the perfect.
The old historians of logic, like Prantl and Maier, were philo-
sophers and knew only the 'philosopliical logic' which in the nine-
teenth century, with very few exceptions, was below a scientific
level. Prantl and Maier are now dead, but perhaps it would not
be impossible to persuade living philosophers that they should
cease to write about logic or its history before having acquired a
solid knowledge of what is called 'mathematical logic'. It would
otherwise be a waste of tinie for them as well as for their readers.
It seems to me that this point is of no small practical importance.

No one can fully understand Aristotle's proofs who does not
know that there exists besides the Aristotelian system another
system of logic more fundamental than the theory of the syllogism.

I Op. cit., p. 3o.I.
z An. pr. i. r, z4br8 \iyopev 62 rd xotd nrrds xatqyopetoflaq Srav pq62v fi \aBe?v

froa Jnoxerpi.vou (secl. W. D. Ross)], xa9' oE |dtepov oi \ey?fiaetat' xqi td xotd
plEerds tioorhos. 3 Op. cit., vol. ii D, p. t4g.
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I-_t! m" logic of propositions. Let us explain by an example the
difference between the logic of terms, of which the Arist-otelian
logic is only a part, and the logic of propositions. Besides the
Aristotelian law of identity '/4 belongs to all.,{'or ,All Ais A,,we
have still another law of identity of the form 'Ifp, theny''. Let us
compare these two, which are the simplest logical formulae:

All A is A and If p, then p.

They differ in their constants, which I call functors: in the first
formula the functor reads 'all-is', in the second ,if-then'. Both
are functors of two arguments which are here identical. But the
main difference lies in the arguments. In both formulae the
arguments are variables, but of a different kind: the values which
may be substituted for the variable .r4 are terms, like ,man' or
'plant'. From the first formula we get thus the propositions ,All
men are men'or 'All plants are plants'. The values of the variable
p are not terms but propositions, like 'Dublin lies on the Liffey'
or 'Today is Friday'; we get, therefore, from the second formula
the propositions: 'If Dublin lies on the Liffey, then Dublin lies
on the Liffey' or 'If today is Friday, then today is Friday'. This
difference between term-variables and proposition-variables is
the primary difference between the two formulae and conse-
quently between the two systems- of logic, and, as propositions
and terms belong to different semantical categories, the difference
is a fundamental one.

The drst system of propositional logic was invented about half
a century after Aristotle: it was the logic of the Stoics. This logic
is not a system of theses but of rules of inference. The so-called
mo&ts ponens, now called the rule of detachment: ,If c, then p;
but cr; therefore B ' is one of the most important primitive rules
of the Stoic logic. The variables a and B are propositional
variables, as only propositions can be significantly substituted for
them.r The modern system ofthe logic ofpropositions was created
only in r 879 by the great German logician Gottlob Frege. Another
outstanding logician of the nineteenth century, the American
Charles Sanders Peirce, made important contributions to this
logic by his discovery of logical matrices (rBB5). The authors
of Principia Mathematica, Whitehead and Russell, later put this

I Cf.Lukasiewiczr'ZurGeschichtedesAussagenkalki.ils',Er,tanntnis,vol,v,I*ipzig
(t93S),  pp.  r r r -gr.
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system of logic at the head of all mathematics under the title
'Theory of Deduction'. All this was entirely unknown to philo-
sophers of the nineteenth century. To this day they seem to have
no idea of the logic of propositions. Maier says that the Stoic
logic, which in fact is a masterpiece equal to the logic of Aristotle,
yields a poor and barren picture of formalistic-grammatical un-
steadiness and lack of principle, and adds in a footnote that the
unfavourable judgement of Prantl and Zeller on this logic must
be maintained. r The Ercyc lopaedia Bitannica of r g r r says briefly of
the logic of the Stoics that 'their corrections and fancied improve-
ments of the Aristotelian logic are mostly useless and pedantic'.z

It seems that Aristotle did not suspect the existence of another
system of logic besides his theory of the syllogism. Yet he uses
intuitively the laws of propositional logic in his proofs of im-
perfect syllogisms, and even sets forth explicitly three statements
belonging to this logic in Book II of the Prior Analytics. The first
of these is a law of transposition: 'When two things', he says, 'are
so related to one another, that if the one is, the other necessarily
is, then if the latter is not, the former will not be either.'s That
means, in terms of modern logic, that whenever an implication
of the form 'If c, then B' is true, then there must also be true
another implication of the form 'Ifnot-p, then not-a'. The second
is the law of the hypothetical syllogism. Aristotle explains it by an
example: 'Whenever if z4 is white, then .B should be necessarily
great, and if ^B is great, then C should not be white, then it is
necessary if ,4 is white that C shoirld not be white.'+ That means:
whenever two implications of the form 'If cr, then p' and 'If p,
then y ' are true, then there must also be true a third implication
'If a, then y'. The third statement is an application of the two
foregoing laws to a new example and, curiously enough, it is
false. This very interesting passage runs thus:

'It is impossible that the same thing should be necessitated by the
being and by the not-being of the same thing. I mean, for example,

I Maier, op. cit., vol, ii D, p. 384r 'In derHauptsachejedochbietetdieLogik
der Stoiker. . . ein dtirftiges, 6des Bild fbrmalistisch-grammatischer Prinzip- und
Haltlosigkeit.' Ibid., n. I : 'In der Hauptsache wird es bei dem ungiinstigen IJrteiI,
das Prantl und Zeller iiber die stoische Logik fiillen, bleiben miissen,'

2 rr th ed.,  Cambridge (rgrr) ,  vol .  xxv,  p.946 (s.v. 'Stoics ' ) .
!,4n. pr. ii. 4, 57br 6tav 6io E7l oha zpris dlllla ttote |otipou 6mos i{ dvdyrcqs

etvac |d.tepov, rcthou pi 6wos piv oi6i |dtepov i.otot.
1 lbid. 6 6rav yd.p rov6l 6vtos \euxoi roi A rc6i 'd.vd'yxty piye etvar rd B, pey,lAou

Dd ro0 B 6mos ri I pi1 levxdv, dvd'yxr1, ei td A Aeuxdv, d I pl elvat l\eux6v,
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that it is impossible that B should necessarily be great if z4 is white,
and that B should necessarily be great if I is not white. For if-B is not
great A cannot be white. But i{, when I is not white, it is necessary
that B should be great, it necessarily results that if ,B is not great, B
itself is great. But this is impossible.'t

Although the example chosen by Aristotle is unfortunate, the
sense of his argument is clear. In terms of modern logic it can be
stated thus: Two implications of the form 'If cv, then p ' and 'If
not-a, then B ' cannot be together true. For by the law of trans-
position we git from the first implication the premiss 'If not-B,
then not-a', and this premiss yields together with the second
implication the conclusion 'If not-p, then F'by the law of the
hypothetical syllogism. According to Aristotle this conclusion is
impossible.

Aristotle's final remark is erroneous. The implication 'If not-p,
then p', the antecedent of which is the negation of the conse-
quent, is not impossible; it may be true, and yields as conclusion
the consequent fl according to the law of the logic ofpropositions:
'If (if not-1, then p), then p.'z Commenting upon this passage,
Maier says that there would here result a connexion contrary to
the law of contradiction and therefore absurd.s This comment
again reveals Maier's ignorance of logic. It is not the implication
'If not-p, then B ' that is contrary to the law of contradiction, but
only the conjunction 'p and not-p'.

A few years after Aristotle, the mathematician Euclid gave a
proof of a mathematical theorem which implies the thesis 'If (if
not-p, then p), then p'.+ He states first that 'If the product of two

t An. F. ii. 4, 57b3 to6 6' oitoi 6wos xai pi1 dnos, dirivetov i{ d.v,iyqs etvat td
oi+6. A€yo 6' otov rcA A 6yzos.leurof zd B elvat piya i( dvdyxls, xai pl 6wos Aeuxoi
toA A rd B elvet piye d( d,wiyxtls. Here follows the example of the hypothetical
syllogism quoted in p. 49, n. 4, and a second formulation of the law of trans-
position, The conclwion reads, I r ro0 Er) B pi1 6vtos peyd\ou i A oi1 ol6v re ),eurdv
cl,vat. roA Ei .d pr) 6nos \euxoi, ei d,v,iyxr1 i B piyc etvoq ovpBoivet i{ dv,iyxrls toi B
peydAov pl 6wos ohd i B elvot 1y'yo. toAro 6' d6,ivetov.

2 See A. N. Whitehead and B. Russell, Principia Mathematica, vol, i, Cambridge
(r9ro),  p.  r :8,  thesis *2.18.

3 Op. cit., vol. ii c, p.33r: 'Es ergiibe sich also ein Zusammenhang, der dem
Gesetze des Widerspruchs entgegenstiinde und darum absurd wire.'

' See Scnlri di G, Vailati, Leipzig-Firenze, cxv. 'A proposito d'un passo dcl
Teeteto e di una dimostrazione di Euclide', pp.516-27; cf. Lukasiewicz,
'Philosophische Bemerkungen zu mehrwertigen Systemen des Aussagenkalktls',
Compks Rmdus drs slances dc la Sociltl des Sciznces ct dts lzttrcs de Varsooic,xxiii (rg3o),
Cl .  I I I ,  p.  67.
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integers, a and b, is divisible by a prime number z' then if a is not
divisible by n, b should be divisible by n'.Let us now suPpose that
a -- b and the product ax a (a2) is divisible by n. It results from
this supposition that 'If a is not divisible by z, then a is divisible
by z'. Here we have an example of a true implication the ante-
cedent of which is the negation of the consequent. From this
implication Euclid derives the theorem: 'lf az is divisible by a
prime number z, then a is divisible by z.'

$ 17, The proofs $t conansion

The proofs of imperfect syllogisms by conversion of a premiss
are both the simplest and those most frequently employed by
Aristotle. Let us analyse two examples. The proof of the mood
Festino of the second figure runs thus | 'lf M belongs to no .lf,
but to some X, then it is necessary that "lV should not belong to
some X. For since the negative premiss is convertible, "lf will
belong tono M;but Mwas admitted to belong to someX; there-
fore "ltf will not belong to some X. The conclusion is reached by
means of the fi'rst figure.'I

The proof is based on two premisses: one of them is the law of
conversion of the E-propositions:

(r) lf M belongs to no "lf, then "lf belongs to no M,

and the other is the mood Ferio of the first figure:
(z) If "lf belongs to no M and M belongs to some X, then "ilf

does not belong to some X.,
From these premisses we have to derive the mood Festino:

(g) lf M belongs to no .lf and M belongs to some X, then "ltf
does not belong to some X.

Aristotle performs the proof intuitively. Analysing his intuitions
we find two theses of the propositional calculus: one of them is
the above-mentioned law of the hypothetical syllogism, which
may be stated in the following form:

(+) If (if p, then 4), then [if (if a, then r), then (if p, then
r ) l ; "

I An. pr. i. 5, z7a3z <i ydp i M tQ plv ff p46eri tri 6t E lri indpyeq dvd.yq td N
tvi rQ E pi Jrd.pyel. inei yd,p dnwtpi$ec ri mcpqt"x6v, oriEevi zri' M Jndp(ec td N'
ti 6( ye M ,jn(xeno nvi tQ E indpxel' ,iote td N rwi tQ E oity t'ndp{et' yivetat ydp
o"Atroynpds 6td toA rpritov oytiparos.

' See Principia Mathenatica, p. Io4, thesis *z'o6.
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The other thesis reads:
(5) If (ifp, then g), then (ifp and. r, then q and r).

This thesis is called in Principia Mathematica, following Peano, the
principle of the factor. It shows that we may 'multiply' both sides
of an implication by a common factor, i.e. we may add, by means
of the word 'and', top and to q anew proposition r.I

We start with thesis (S). Ar p, q, and / are propositional
variables, we may substitute for them premisses of the Aristotelian
logic. Putting 'M belongs to no N' for p,'"lf belongs to no M' for
4, and 'M belongs to some X' for r, we get from the antecedent of
(5) the law of conversion (r), and we may detach the consequent
of (5) as a new thesis. This new thesis has the form:

(6) If M belongs to no "ilf and M belongs to some X, then "iV
belongs to no M and, M belongs to some X.

The consequent of this thesis is identical with the antecedent of
thesis (z). Therefore we may apply to (6) and (z) the law of the
hypothetical syllogism, substituting for / the conjunction 'M
belongs to no "ltf and M belongs to some X', for 4 the conjunction
'-lf belongs to no M and M belongs to some X', and for r the
proposition 'Jf does not belong to some X'. By applying the rule
of detachment twice we get from this new thesis the mood
Festino.

The second example I want to analyse is somewhat different.
It is the above-mentioned proof of the mood Disamis.z We have
to prdre the following imperfect syllogism:

(7) If n belongs to all ,S and P belongs to some S, then P
belongs to some -R.

The proof is based on the mood Darii of the first figure:
(8) If n belongs to all S and S belongs to some P, then ft

belongs to some P,

and on the law of conversion of the /-propositions applied twice,
once in the form:

(g) If P belongs to some .S, then S belongs to some P,
and for the second time in the form:

(to) If ^R belongs to some P, then P belongs to some.R.
As auxiliary theses of the propositional logic we have the law of

I See Prilrcipia Matlumalica, p. rr9, thesis *3.45, The conjunction'p and r'is
calfed in thx Pincilia'logical product'. 2 See the Greek rext in p. 25, n. r.
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the hypothetical syllogism, and the following thesis, which is
slightly different from thesis (5), but also may be called the
principle of the factor:

( r r ) If (if p, then 4), then (if r and /, then r and q) .

The difference between (5) and (rr) consists in this, that the
common factor r is not in the second place, as itt (S), but in the
first. As conjunction is commutable and 'p and r' is equivalent to
'r and p', this difference does not affect the validity of the thesis.

The proof given by Aristotle begins with the conversion of the
premiss 'P belongs to some S'. Following this procedure, let us
substitute for p in (lr) the premiss'P belongs to some S', for 4
the premiss 'S belongs to some P', and for r the premiss '.R belongs
to all ^9'. By this substitution we get from the antecedent of (I r)
the law of conversion (g), and therefore we may detach the
consequent of (rr) which reads:

(rz) If .R bel<ings to all S and P belongs to some S, then ^R
belongs to all S and S belongs to some P.

The consequent of (Iz) is identical with the antecedent of (B).
By applying the law of the hypothetical syllogism we can get
from (rz) and (B) the syllogism:

(r3) If R belongs to all ^S and P belongs to some ,S, then R
belongs to some P.

This syllogism, however, is not the required mood Disamis, but
Datisi. Ofcourse, the mood Disamis could be derived from Datisi
by converting its consequent according to thesis (Io), i.e. by
applying the hypothetical syllogism to (t3) and (Io). It seems,
however, that Aristotle took another course: instead of deriving
Datisi and converting its conclusion, he converts the conclusion
of Darii, getting the syllogism:

(ra) If R belongs to all ^S and S belongs to some P, then P
belongs to some R,

and then he applies intuitively the law of the hypothetical syllo-
gism to (rz) and (I4). The syllogism (r4) is a mood of the fourth
figure called Dimaris. As we already know, Aristotle mentions
this mood at the beginning of Book II of the Pior Analytics.

In a similar way we could analyse all the other proofs by con-
vcrsion. It follows from this analysis that if we add to the perfect
syllogisms of the fint figure and to the laws of conversion three
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laws of the logic of propositions, viz. the law of the hypothetical
syllogism and two laws of the factor, we get strictly formalized
proofs of all imperfect syllogisms except Baroco and Bocardo.
These two moods require other theses of the propositional logic.

$ fi. The proofs b2 reductio ad impossibile
The moods Baroco and Bocardo cannot be reduced to the first

figure .by conversion. The conversion of the l-premiss would
yield an /-proposition, from which together with the O-premiss
nothing results, and the O-premiss cannot be converted. Aristotle
tries to prove these two moods by a reductio ad impossibile, d"nayatyl
cis rd d6waroy. The proof of Baroco runs thus: 'If M belongs to
all "{ but not to some X, it is necessary that "Mshould not belong
to some X; for if "iV belongs to all X, and M is predicated also of
all N, M must belong to all X; but it was assumed that M does
not belong to some X.'r This proof is very concise and needs an
explanation. Usually it is explained in the following way:2

We have to prove the syllogism:

Q) lf M belongs to all "M and M does not belong to some .l',
then "lf does not belong to some X.

It is admitted that the premisses 'M belongs to all ,ltf' and 'M
does not belong to some X' are true; then the conclusion '.ltf does
not belong to some X' must also be true. For if it were false, its
contradictory, '"lV belongs to all X', would be true. This last pro-
positiotr is the starting-point of our reduction. As it is admitted
that the premiss 'M belongs to all "lV' is true, we get from this
premiss and the propostion 'JV belongs to all X' the conclusion
'M belongs to all X'by the mood Barbara. But this conclusion is
false, for it is admitted that its contradictory 'M does not belong
to some X'is true. Therefore the starting-point of our reduction,
'"lf belongs to all X', which leads to a false conclusion, must be
false, and its contradictory, '-l/ does not belong to some X', must
be true.

This argument is only apparently convincing; in fact it does
not prove the above syllogism. It can be applied only to the
traditional mood Baroco (I quote this mood in its usual form

I An. pr. i. S,27"37 ei rQ p2v N nowi i M, tQ 6t E zrvi pfi indpyer, dv,iyq i N
nvi tQ E pl indpTew' ei yd,p navzi Jtd.pyeq xarqyopeirat 6t xoi zri M navrds roi N,
dvdyq td M tovri tQ I Jnd.pTecv' Jn(xeno 6t zui pr) ind.p7ew.

2 Cf., for instance, Maier, op. cit., vol. ii a, p. 84.
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with the verb 'to be', and not in the Aristotelian form with 'to
belong'):

(z) All,rf is M'
Some X is not M,

therefore
Some X is not "lV.

This is a rule of inference and allows us to assert the conclusion
provided the premisses are true. It does not say what happens
when the premisses are not true. This is irrelevant for a rule of
inference, as it is evident that an inference based on false pre-
misses cannot be valid. But Aristotelian syllogisms are not rules
of inference, they are propositions. The syllogism (r) is an im-
plication which is true for all values of the variables M, N, and X,
and not only for those values that verify the premisses. If we apply
this mood Baroco to the terms M:'bird', N:'animal', and X:
'owl', we get a true syllogism (I use forms with 'to be', as does
Aristotle in examples) :

(g) 
"# *'siffii',?i"#Jti,u,,
then some owls are not animals.

This is an example of the mood Baroco, because it results from it
by substitution. The above argument, however, cannotbe applied
to this syllogism. We cannot admit that the premisses are true,
because the propositions 'All dnimals are birds' and 'Some owls
are not birds' are certainly false. We need not suPPose that the
conclusion is false; it is false whether we suPpose its falsity or not.
But the main point is that the contradictory of the conclusion, i.e.
the proposition 'All owls are animals', yields together with the
first premiss 'All animals are birds' not a false conclusion, but a
true bne: 'All owls are birds'. The reduttio ad inpossibile is in this
case impossible.

The proof given by Aristotle is neither sufficient nor a proof
by reductio ad impoxibile. Aristotle describes indirect proof or the
demonstration per impossibile, by contrast with direct or ostensive
proof, as a proof that posits what it wishes to refute, i.e. to refute
by reduction to a statement admitted to befalse, whereasostensive
proof starts from propositions admitted to be true.r Accordingly,

I An. pr. ii. 14, 6zbzg inslpec 6' ri eis td d}Jvarov dad8erfrs rfis }etxnxffs tQ

rr\&at 6 Bo,JAetai d.rorpetr, drd.yovoe eis ipo\oyoJpevov ry'e0Eos' fi 62 6etxnn\ dpyerut

if ipd\oyoupbav 0€oeav (ctLfiAv).
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if we have to prove a proposition by reductio ad impossibile, we
must start from its negation and derive thence a statement
obviously false. The indirect proof of the mood Baroco should.
start from the negation of this mood, and not from the negation
ofits conclusion, and this negation should lead to un rrn"ond-itiotr-
ally false statemeni, and not to a proposition that is admitted to
be false only under certain conditions. I shall here give a sketch
9{ sugh l proof. Let c denote the proposition ,M bilongs to all
N', F 'N belongs to all X', and y 'M belongs to all X\ As the
negation of an z4-premiss is an O-premiss, .not-B'r will have the
meaning'"lf does not belong to someX', and .not-y' ,Mdoes not
befong to someX'. According to the mood Baroco ihe implication
'If cv and not-7, then not-B ' is true, or in other words, c and not-y
are not true together with B. The negation, therefore, of this
proposition would mean that ' cu and B and not-y, are together
true. But from ' cr and p ', ' y' results by the mood Barbai; *"
get therefore 'y and not-y', i.e. a proposition obviously false,
being a contradiction in forma. It can iasily be seen that this
genuine proof of the mood Baroco by redutio ad imposibih is
quite different from that given by Aristotle.

The mood Baroco can be proved from the mood Barbara by a
very simple ostensive proof which requires one and only one
thesis of the propositional logic. It is thtfollowing compound law
of.transposition :

(+) If (ify' and 4, then r), then if p and it is not true that r,
then it is not true that q.z

\! n: p 'M belongs to all .lf ', for 4 ',tV belongs to all X, ,and for r
'j/ belongs to all x'. By this substitution *. get in the antecedent
of (4) the mood Barbara, and therefore *e .in detach the conse-
quent, which reads:

(S) If M belongs to all "M and it is not true that M belongs
to all X, then it is not true that -If belongs to all X.

$ rt: Q-premiss is the negatibn ofthe l-premiss, we may replace
in_(5) the forms'it is not true that belongs.to all, by ;does not
belong to some', getting thus the mood Baioco.

There can be no doubt that Aristotle knew the law of trans-
position referred to in the above proof, This law is closely con-

r l-am using 'not-' as an abbreviation for the propositionar negation .it is not
true that'. 2 See principia Matlumatia,p. I rg, thisis i3.g7.
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nected with the so-called 'conversion' of the syllogism, which he
investigated thoroughly.I To convert a syllogism means to take
the contrary or the contradictory (in prooGpar inpossibilc only the
contradictory) of the conclusion together with one premiss, there-
by destroying the other premiss. 'It is necessary,' Aristotle says,
'if the conclusion has been converted and one of the premisses
stands, that the other premiss should be destroyed. For if it should
stand, the conclusion must also stand.'z This is a description of
the compound law of transposition. Aristotle therefore knows this
law; moreover, he applies it to obtain from the mood Barbara
the moods Baroco and Bocardo. Investigating in the same chapter
the conversion of the moods of the first figure, he says : 'Let the
syllogism be affirmative (i.e. Barbara), and let it be converted as
stated (i.e. bythecontradictorydenial). Then if z4 does not belong
to all C, but to all B, B will not belong to all C. And if I does not
belong to all C, but B belongs to all C, /4 will not belong to all
,8.'3 The proofs of Baroco and Bocardo are here given in their
simplest form.

In the systematic exposition of the syllogistic these valid proofs
are replaced by insufficient demonstrations per imposibile, The
reason is, I suppose, that Aristotle does not recognize arguments
d( iro|ioeas as instruments of genuine proof. All demonstration
is for him proof by categorical syllogisms; he is anxious to show
that the proof per inpossibile is a genuine proof in so far as it con-
tains at least a part that is a categorical syllogism. Analysing the
proof of the theorem that the side of zt square is incommensurable
with its diagonal, he states explicitly: We know by a syllogism
that the contradictory of this theorem would lead to an absurd
consequence, v'rz. that odd numbers should be equal to evens,
but the theorem itself is proved by an hypothesis, since a false-
hood results when it is denied.+ Of the same kind, Aristotle

I An. !r. ii. 8-ro.
2 Ibid. B, 5gb3 dvdyq ydp rcO aupnepd.opdros dmcotpo$imos xai tfis €ripds

peoJoqs npord,aeos dvotpeio|at rlv Aonfiv' ci ydp Eoteq xai td ovpnipaopo €otat.
C[ Top, viii. I4, t63eg4 ,ivriyxrl ydp, ei td oupnipoopo pi Aon, ptav nvo. d.vatpcto|et
t6v npord,oeov, einep naotw teletotirv dvdyxl fiv ti oupnipoopz etvac.

r An. p.ii.8,5gbz8 Eno ydp xanlyoprxds d ouiloywpis, xai dwtotpe$ioilu oinus
(i.e..dwnecp&as). oJrotu ei d A oi' noni tQ f, rQ 62 B nomi, td B oi nami tQ f'
xai ci td piv A pl novri nit f, td 62 B nam| d A oi navri tQ B.

1 Ibid. i. 29, 4ra2g tdmes ydp oi Erri zo0 d\uvdtov nepcivomes rd p2v $efilos
ovAAoyi(ovraq rd 6' d( ,ipyffs i( Jno9ioeus Setxviovocv,6tav d\Jvat6v tr ovpBalvTl tfis
dln$doeus te|eioqs, otov 6tr doJppetpos i1 id"petpos 6td td yiveo|er td, tepnrd, ioo
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concludes, are all otherhypothetical arguments; for in every case
the syllogism leads to a proposition that is different from the
original thesis, and the original thesis is reached by an admission
or some other hypothesis.r All this is, ofcourse, not true; Aristotle
does not understand the nature of hypothetical arguments. The
proof of Baroco and Bocardo by the law of transposition is not
reached by an admission or some other hypothesis, but performed
by an evident logical law; besides, it is certainly a proof of one
categorical syllogism on the ground ofanother, but it is not per-
formed by a categorical syllogism.

At the end ofBook I of the Pior Analytics Aristotle remarks that
there are many hypothetical arguments that ought to be con-
sidered and described, and promises to do so in the sequel.z This
promise he nowhere fulfils.3 It was reserved for the Stoics to in-
clude the theory of hypothetical arguments in their system of
propositional logic, in which the compound law of transposition
found its proper place. On the occasion of an argument of Aenesi-
demus (which is irrelevant for our purpose) the Stoics analysed
the following rule of inference which corresponds to the com-
pound law of transposition: 'If the first and the second, then the
third; but not the third, yet the first; therefore not the second.'a
This rule is reduced to the second and third indemonstrable
syllogisms of the Stoic logic. We already know the first indemon-
strable syllogism, it is the modus ponens; the second is the modus
tollens: 'lf the first, then the second ; but not the second ; therefore
not the fint.' The third indemonstrable syllogism starts from a
denied conjunction and reads: 'Not (the first and the second) ;
but the first; therefore not the second.' According to Sextus
Empiricus the a4alysis runs thus: By the second indemonstrable
syllogism we get from the implication 'if the first and the second,
tots d,pttoc oultltirpou *|eior1s. rd piv olv ioe yiveo|ot td zepnrd tois d.pttors
ouiloyilerat, rd 6' doipperyov etvor riv }dpctpov 2( Jno0ioetos 6eiwuow, inel

Ite06os oupBaiver 6rd z)r d.vri$aocvo
I An. pr. i. zg, 4ta37 tioairos 8i rai oi dA\or nd"vres oi it ino|ioeus' 2v dnaot yd.p

6 ptv ouiloywlr6s ytveru npds td petaAapBavdpooy, zri E' d( d,pyfis nepaiverec 6t'
6poAoytos fi rcvos d)Aqs iio|ioeos.

' Ibid.44, 5oa3g zolloi Ei roi €zcpor repelvowan i{ iro|ioeus, oris inoxi-

$ao|ar 6ci xai itdoqpffvat xa0tp6s, :.y';ves piv oiv of 6n$opo,i roitav, xai tooayits
ytverer ti d( ino|ioeos, iotepov dpoipev.

3 Alexander 3Bg. 32, commeqting on this passage says: l37er rai d).trous zol)oris
2( Jno|ioeas nepalveo0an, repi ,iv Srenri1erat piv tis ip,5v impeAimepov, oJ p)v

$ipeat a&toA olyypappa repi oiriw.
+ The Stoics denote proposition-variables by ordinal numbers.
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then the third', and the negation of its consequent 'not the third',
the negation of its antecedent 'not (the first and the second)'.
From this proposition, which is virtually contained in the pre-
misses, but not explicitly expressed in words, together with the
premiss 'the first', there follows the conclusion 'not the second'
by the third indemonstrable syllogism.' This is one of the
neatest arguments we owe to the Stoics. We see that competent
logicians reasoned 2,ooo years ago in the same way as we are
doing today.

| ry. The proofs Qt ccthesis

The proofs by conversion and per impossibile are sufficient to
reduce all imperfect syllogisms to perfect ones. But there is still
a third kind of proof given by Aristotle, viz. the so-called proofs
by exposition or trcileots. Although of little importance for the
system, they have an interest in themselves, and it is worth while
to study them carefully.

There are only three passages in the Prior Anafi,ti.cs where
Aristotle gives a short characterization of this kind of proof. The
first is connected with the proof of conversion of the E-premiss,
the second is a proof of the mood Darapti, the third of the mood
Bocardo. The word ix|lo1at occurs only in the second passage,
but there can be no doubt that the other two passages also ar'e
meant as proofs by ecthesis.z

Let us begin with the first passage, which runs thus: 'If A

r Sextus Empirictrs (ed. Mutschmann), Ada. math. viii. 235-6 ouviotrlxe ydp 6
torcAtos lciTos (scil. d nopd. tQ AtvryDjp<p ipoq|cts) 2x \ewipou dvanotetxrou xal
tpitov, xaids ndpeon pa|civ 2x rfis dvaAfioeas, lns oe$cor$o p6.AAov yoioetot inl
toi tpdnou nonyoaptvav ilpil :rilv ElDcorcl/or, €lgowos oitas' ' ei rd npDrcv xai td
ieirepov, td tpitov' ol11y' 6i ye td rphov, d))d rci t6 npittov' oir dpo rd 6eftepov.'
inci ydp Eyop<v owqltltoov iv Q fiyeitat oupnenAeypivov (td) 'td tpitrov xoi td
ileJrcpov ', l{yer 6t (rd) 'i tphov', E2ppev 62 xai td d'wtxeipevov toA )\iJyovros td
' oi td rpirov', ouvaT9foeror i11tiv xai td dvtwelpevov toa iyoultivou i ' oix d.po
td npdttov xai td }etjrepov ' 6eut$q dvonodeixrtll' d fd Et) roAro oiti xard p2v iy
\Jvapw Eyxeuot tQ A6yqt, irei Eyopev td. owomud oJroi Afippato, rcrri 6i rr)r,
rpo$opdn nopeeret. 6rcp td(awes perd toa Aenopivov Afipparos to6'rd nptirov'rl
Z(opev ouvoyLpevov zi oupntpaopo zd 'oJx dpo td iethepov' rphE dvono|cixrqt.

f' roA np<irou codd., ro0 tp6nou Kochalsky, zo0 'rd npOtrov 'scripsi. (tp6nos:
mood expressed in variables, ouvlltltivov: implication, iyorJpoov: antecedent'
Affyov : consequent, oupnenAcypivov : conjunction.)]' !  

Th.r .areiwootherpassagesdeal ingwithecthesis,  An.pr.goe6-t4and3ob3r-

4o (I owe this remark to Sir David Ross), but both are related to the scheme of
modal syllogisms.
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belongs to no.B, neither will.B belong to any r4. For if it should
belong to some, say C, it would not be true that .24 belongs to
no B; for C is some of the .B's.'I The conversion of the E-premiss
is here proved per impossibile, blut this proofper impossibile is based
on the conversion of the.I-premiss which is proved by exposition.
The proof by exposition requires the introduction of a new term,
called the 'exposed term'; here it is C. Owing to the obscurity of
the passage the very meaning of this C and of the logical structure
of the proof can be reached only by conjecture. I shall try to
explain the matter on the ground of modern formal logic.

We have to prove the law of conversion of the .I-premiss: 'If
.B belongs to some r4, then ,4 belongs to some B.'Aristotle intro-
duces for this purpose a new term, C; it follows from his words
that C is included in ,B as well as in ,4, so that we get two premisses :
'.8 belongs to all C' and'A belongs to all C'. From these premisses
we can deduce syllogistically (by the mood Darapti) the conclu-
sion 'r4 belongs to some B'. This is the first interpretation given
by Alexander.2 But it may be objected that this interpretation
presupposes the mood Darapti which is not yet proved. Alex-
ander prefers, therefore, another interpretation which is not
based on a syllogism: he maintains that the term C is a singular
term given by perception, and the proof by exposition consists in
a sort of perceptual evidence.3 This explanation, however,
which is accepted by Maier,a has no support in the text of the Pior
Analytics: Aristotle does not sav that C is an individual term.
Moieo,nEr, a proof by'perception is not a logical pt'oof. If we

I An. pr. i, z, z5ar5 et o$v p46oi rQ B rd A indpTcr, oi'62 tQ A oiicvi $nd.p(er td
B. el ydp rrvr, ohv rQ f, oix d.trqflis Eoter i' pq}evi tQ B i A ind.pyew' rd yd.p I
rdv B il e'mrr, [Corr. W. D. Ross.]

2 Alexander gz. tz ei ydp td' B tcvi tQ A indpTer . . . Jnapyha tQ l'Ema ydp
roAro ri toA A, t$ $ndpyet td B. Eotec 6l d f iv 6A,p rQ B xei ti airo6, xei td B xotd
rovrds toi f' taitdv yd.p rd e 6ltp xai xard nevr6s. dll' {v zd I ri roA A' iv 6Aq)
dpa xai rQ A rd | 2otiv'ci Et e'v ,i,\(+r, xard, navt6s airoa it1|$oerac td A, fiv 3t i I
i rc6 B' xai td A d,po xatd. rwds 1$A B xatqyopl0ioerac.

r Ibid. 3z I dpeudv torc xai oixecdtotov rois Aeyop(voc rd 6c' ix|ioeas xti
aio9qtrxds \(yecv r\v 6ei(w yeyovlvor, dl)d p?) tdt etplplvov rpdtov pq}t ouA\oyr-
onxits. d 7dp 6rri rfs tx|loeos rpdnos 6r' aio|zioear yivetar xai oi ovMoynrtxits'
toroirov ydp tt \apBdvetot rd I td ixrfiipevov, 6 aio|rydv 6v p6pc6v Aon toi A' ei yd.p
xatd, popiou to6 A 6vros toA I aio|ltoA twos xai xa0' Exeore Aiyono 16 B, eiq &v
xei toA B pdprov rd aird f 6v ye iv aJtQ' riste rd I efu Ev dp$oipuv pdprov xoi dv
d.p4o4poc airoes.

a Op. cit., vol. ii a, p. zo: 'Die Argumentation bedient sich also nicht eines
Syllogismus, sondern des Hinweises auf den Augenschein.'
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want to prove logically that the premiss 'B belongs to some ,4'
may be converted, and the proof is to be performed by means of
a third term C, we must find a thesis that connects the above
premiss with a proposition containing C.

It would not, of course, be true to say simply that if B belongs
to some.r4, then.B belongs to all C arrd A belongs to all C; but a
little modification of the consequent of this implication easily
solves our problem. We must put before the consequent an
existential quantifier, the words 'there exists', binding the vari-
able C. Forlf .B belongs to some /, there always exists a term C
such that B belongs to all C and A belongs to all C. C may be the

state, therefore, the following thesis:
(I) If ,B belongs to some.,4, then there exists a C such that,B

belongs to all C and A belongs to all C.

This thesis is evident. But also the converse of (r) is evident. If
there exists a common part of A and .B' .B must belong to some
A.We get, therefore:

(z) If there exists a C such that,B belongs to all C and .,4 belongs
to all C, then -B belongs to some l.

It is probable that Aristotle intuitively felt the truth of these
theses without being able to forinulate them explicitly, and that

known to Aristotle:

$) l t !  and q, then q andP.

It is the commutative law of conjunction.r Applying this law to
the premisses '.8 belongs to all C' and'A belongs to all C', we get :

(a) If ^B belongs to all C and A belongs to all C, then.,4 belongs
to all C and.B belongs to all C.

I See Pincipia Matlvmatica, p' I 16, thesis r3'zz-
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To this thesis I shall apply the rules of existential quantifiers.
There urre two such rules; both are stated with respect to a true
implication. The first rule reads: It is permissible to put before a
consequent of a true implication an existential quantifier, binding
a free variable occurring in the consequent. It results from this
iule that:

(5) If ,B belongs to all C and A belongs to all C, then there
exists a C such that A belongs to all C and B belongs to
all C.

The second rule reads: It is permissible to put before the ante-
cedent of a true implication an existential quantifier, binding
a free variable occurring in the antecedent, provided that this
variable does not occur as a free variable in the consequent. fn
(S) Cir already bound in the consequent; therefore according to
this rule we may bind C in the antecedent, thus getting the
,formula:

(6) If there exists a Csuch that B belongs to all Cand I belongs
to all C, then there exists a C such that A belongs to all C
and.B belongs to all C.

The antecedent ofthis formula is identical with the consequent of
thesis (r) I it results, therefore, by the law of the hypothetical
syllogism that:

Q) lf B belongs to some A, then there exists a C such that A
belongr to all C and B belongs to all C.

From (c) by interchanging.B and, A we get the thesis:

(B) If there exists a Csuch that A belongs to all Cand.B belongs
to all C, then 't4 belongs to some.B,

and from (7) and (B) we may deduce by the hypothetical syllo-
gism the law of conversion of the /-premiss :

(9) If B belongs to some A, then I belongs to some ,8.

We see from the above that the true reason of the converti*
bility of the .I-premiss is the commutability of the conjrinction.
The perception of an individual term belonging to both A and B
may intuitively convince us of the convertibility of this premiss,
but is not sufficient for a logical proof. There is no need to assume
C as a singular term given by perception.
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The proof of the mood Darapti by exposition can now be
easily understood. Aristotle reduces this mood to the first figure
by conversion, and then he says: 'It is possible to demonstrate
this also per impossibile and by exposition. For if both P and ,R
belong to all $ should some of the S's, e.g. Jf, be taken, both P
and .R will belong to this, and then P will belong to some ft.'r
Alexander's commentary on this passage deserves our attention.
It begins with a critical remark. If "ff were a universal term in-
cluded in ,S, we should get as premisses 'P belongs to all -lf'and
'R belongs to all "iV'. But this is just the same combination of
premisses, ou(uyia, as 'P belongs to all S' and '.R belongs to all
S', and the problem remains the same as before. Therefore,
Alexander continues, Jf cannot be a universal term; it is a
singular term given by perception, a term evidently existing in P
as well as in 8, and the whole proof by ecthesis is a proof by
perception.2 We have already met this opinion above. In support
of it Alexander adduces three arguments: First, if his explanation
were rejected, we should have no proof at all; secondly, Aristotle
does not say that P and R belong to all "ll, but simply to "M; thirdly,
he does not convert the propositions with Jf.3 None of these
arguments is convincing: in our example there is no need of
conversion; Aristotle often omits the mark of universality where
it should be used,a and as to the first argument, we know already
that there exists another and a better,explanation.

The mood Darapti:

(ro) IfP belongs to all S and R belongs to all $ then P belongs
to some -R,

I An. pr. i. 5, z$zzz imr El rci 6d toO d\wdtoq xoi rQt ix01o0a" aocetv tlv dn6-
De$w' ei ydp dp$u (scrl. II xai P) ravri rQ 2 ind.pyt, Ev \$0fi n rlv 2, olol rri N,
toJrqt xai rd II xei i P i'f,,ip(<q tTote nvi rQ P il' Ilindp(et.

2 Alexander gg. zB ti yd.p En$ipet tQ 2 indpyew laBctv nwi td re II xoi rd P
xai p(pet nvi rofi 2 r? N; d yd.p alti xai ini roA N lryli€wos piver fi yd.p oitil
ov(q'i.a iuiv, dv te xotd toi N nowds dxei.vov €xdtepov, dv te xatd. roi 2 xanlyopi
tau fi oi totainl i1 Eeifrs, f ypfftor' 6 ydp 6i 2x$ioeos tpdnos 6t' aie|joeus yivetot.
oi yd,p ivo rocoitiv n toa 2 Ad,Bope, xo|' oA iq|tioera, nawis xsi ri II xai d P,
)tiyec , , . ril,l' ive tt ttl Jn' oto1rlow nntdvrov, 6 $avepdv dmry 6v xei 2v tQ II xoi
dv tQ P.

3 Ibid. roo. 7 hc ydp ais9ryl { 6rri zfs 2x0ioeos 6ee(cs, otlltciov npdrov pEv td
ei pi oitos AopBdvono, pq}epi,ev yiveo|et 6ei(cv' Enene 6t rci rd a&tdv ptlxht

1qpfioao|a, hi to0 N, 6 fiv n ro0 2, tQ navti eJtQ izdpyecv t6 rc II rci tri P, d)l'
dn\6s 9etvat td ind.p26l' dl,ld rci rd pq}e:/pav dvrrcrpi$ar.

' See, for instance, p. 2, n.
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results from a substitution of thesis (z)-take P for B, and R
for A:

(rr) If there exists a C such that P belongs to all C and.R
belongs to all C, then P belongs to some tR,

and from the thesis:

(ra) If P belongs to all S and.R belongs to all 'S, then there
exists a C such that P belongs to all C and .R belongs to
all C.

Thesis (rz) we may prove by applying to the identity:

(r3) IfPbelongs to all Cand R belongs to all C, then Pbelongs
to all C and R belongs to all C,

the second rule of existential quantifiers, getting thus :

(r4) If Pbelongs to all Cand,R belongs to all C, then there
exists a C such that P belongs to all C and ,R belongs to
all C,

and substituting in (I4) the letter,S for the free variable C, i.e.
performing the substitution in the antecedent only, as it is not
permissible to substitute anything for a bound variable.

From (rz) and (rr) the mood Darapti results by the hypo-
thetical syllogism. We see again that the exposed term C is a
universal term like A or B.It is of no consequence, of course, to
denote this term by "lf rather than by C.

Of greater importance seems to be the third passage, contain-
ing the proof by exposition of the mood Bocardo. This Passage
reads: 'If R belongs to all ,S, but P does not belong to some '9' it is
necessary that P should not belong to some R. For if P belongs to
all R, and ,R belongs to all ^S, then P will belong to all ^S; but we
assumed that it did not. Proof is possible also without reduction
ad imposibile, if some of the .S's be taken to which P does not
belong.'t I shall analyse this proof in the same way as the other
proofs by exposition. '5

Let us denote the part of ^S to which P does not belong by C;
we get two propositions: '^S belongs to all C' and 'P belongs to
no C'. From the first of these propositions and the premiss 'R

t An. pr. i. 6, zBbIT ei ydp i P r.ovti rQ 2, i Et I/ zrvi 1ti1 itipyeq dl,iyq i II

nvi tQ P pi1 indpyew, ei ydp navti, xoi td P navzil tQ 2, xai rd II nami tQ E i'n'ipfet

dM' oril iiflpyru.ieixvvtat Et xci dveu tfis drayoyffs,2d'v \$0fi t rttv E Q td n p+1

Jtdpyeu
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belongs to all ,S' we get by the mood Barbara the consequence
'ft belongs to all C', which yields together with the second
proposition ? belongs to no C' the required conclusion 'P does
not belong to some,R' by the mood Felapton. The problem is how
we can get the propositions with C from the original premisses '-R
belongs to all S' and 'P does not belong to some .9'. The first of
these premisses is useless for our purpose as it does not contain P;
from the second premiss we cannot get our propositions in the
ordinary way, since it is particular, and. our propositions are
universal. But if we introduce the existential quantifier we can
get them, for the following thesis is true:

(t5) If P does not belong to some S, then there exists a C such
that S belongs to all C and P belongs to no C.

The truth of this thesis will be obvious if we realize that the
required condition for C is always fulfilled by that part of S to
which P does not belong.

Starting from thesis (15) we can prove the mood Bocardo on
the basis of the moods Barbara and Felapton by means of some
laws ofpropositional logic and the second rule ofexistential quan-
tifiers. As the proof is rather long, I shall give here only a sketch.

We take as premisses, besides. (r5), the mood Barbara with
transposed premisses:

(tG) IfS belongs to all Cand ft belongs to all S, then R belongs
to all C,

and the mood Felapton, also with transposed premisses:
(t7) IfR belongs to all C and P belongs to no C, then P does

not belong to some R.

To these premisses we may apply a complicated thesis of proposi-
tional logic which, curiously enough, was known to the Peri-
patetics and is ascribed by Alexander to Aristotle himself. It is
called the 'synthetic theorem', ouv1err.rcdv |edpr1y.a, and runs
thus : 'If a and p imply y, and y together with 6 implies e, then c
and B together with E imply e.'I Take for u, p, and y the first

I Alexander e74. I9 Er' 6r Ei,\e7er v0v, inqpd$ecfipiv $avepdrcpov td Aeydpeov
' ow|enxdv 9e<ipr1pa' , oi alrds 2orw cipctis. imr Di ri neprcy) altoa toratjfll' ' 6tav
Ex nvov owdyqtoi z, rd 6i ouvaydp,evov perd, nvds i nvdv owdy71 tq xal td ouw
axtlxd o}rrc,a pel' o6 i 1x0' 6v ouvdyctanlxeivo, rai aJrd rd aitd owd.(eu' The fol-
lowing example is given ibid. 16 jrci ydp td ' niv iixetov dya|dv' ouvaydpevov &rd
t6v ' adv iixatov xo,Adv, tdv xdtdr dye06v'' owdyet petd to6' nilv ,iy&dv oup$ipov'

5807 F
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premiss, the second premiss, and the conclusion respectivcly- of
Barbara, for 6 and e the second premiss and the conclusion
respectively of Felapton; we get the formula:

(rB) If S belongs to all C and R belongs to all.9 and P belongs
to no C, then P does not belong to some R.

This fofmula may be transformed by another law ofpropositional
logic into the following:

(r9) If .S belong:s to all C and P belongs to no C, then if .R
belongs to all 'S, P does not belong to some R.

To this formula may be applied the second rule of existential
quantifiers. For C is a free variable occurring in the antecedent
o1(r9), but not in the consequent. According to this rule we get
the thesis:

(zo) If there ocists a C such that ^S belongs to all C and P
belongs to no C, then if R belongs to all 'S, P does not
belong to some R.

From premiss (r5) and thesis (zo) there results by the hypotheti-
cal syllogism the consquence:

(zr) If P does not belong to some S, then if ^R belongs to all S,
P does not belong to some R,

and this is the implicational form of the mood Bocardo.
It is, of course, highly improbable that Aristotle saw all the

steps of this deduction I but it is important to know that his
intuitions with regard to the proof by ecthesis were right. Alex-
ander's commentary on this proof of the mood Bocardo is worthy
of quotation. 'It is possible', he says, 'to prove this mood without
assuming some .S given by perception and singular, but taking
such an S, to none of which P would belong. For P will belong to
none of this $ and R to all, and this combination of premisses
yields as conclusion that P does not belong to some ft.'r Here at
last Alexander concedes that the exposed term may be univenal.

The proofs by exposition have no importance for Aristotle's

td 'nilv itxetov oup{lpov', xo,f, td' 'nilv Edrcrol rcldr, nilv xeAdv dyaidv' 6we

ouvaxtrxd toi 'nilv }txarov ,iyofliv' petd' toi'n6v iya06v ovy$ipov' ouvdlet ti

' ndv iltxanov ovp$ipov'.
! Alexander 

-ro4. 
g irlvetot 6' iri fs oulvylos taritrls iewv6veq xoi ei p)1 ato0ry'6v

n roi E \appdvono xoi xai' Exonc, d)tAd' toainov, oS rcrd plEevds xttqyopl0fioetu
td IL Eorot ydp td piv Il xct' ori8evris eito6, td 6i P rcrd nawds' fi 6' o&teos Zxouoe

ovlvyta ou),Aoytozrtis Ed6errtct ouvdyovoz rd twi tQ P td II pl iadpTew.
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syllogistic as a system. All theorems provcd by ecthesis can be
proved by conversion or pn tnpossibilz. But they are highly
important in themselves, as they contain a new logical element
the meaning of which was not entirely clear for Aristotle. This
was perhaps the reason why he dropped this kind of proof in his
final chapter (7) of Book I of the Pior Anafitics, where he sums
up his systematic investigation of syllogistic.t Nobody after him
understood these proofs. It was reserved for modern formal logic
to explain them by the.idea of the existential quantifier.

$zo. The rcjutcdforms
Aristotle in his systematic investigation of syllogistic forms not

only proves the true ones but also shows that all the others are
false, and must be rejected. Let us see by means of an example
how Aristotle proceeds to reject false syllogistic forms. The
following two premisses are given: ,4 belongs to all B and B
belongs tonoC. It is the first figure: z{ is the fint or the major
term, I is the middle, and Cis the last or the minor term. Aristotle
writes:

'Ifthe first term belongs to all the middle, but the middle to none of
the last, there will be no syllogism of the extremes; for nothing neces-
sary follows from the terms being so related; for it is possible that the
first should belong to all as well as to none of the last, so that neither
a particular nor a universal conclusion is necessary. But if there is no
necessary consequence by means of these premisses, there cannot be
a syllogism. Terms of belonging to all: animal, man, horse; to none:
animal, man, stone.t2

In contrast to the shortness and obscurity of the proofs by
ecthesis, the above passage is rather full and clear. Nevertheless
I am afraid it has not been properly understood by the com-
mentators. According to Alexander, Aristotle shows in this pas-
sage that from the same combination of premisses there can be

I Cf, the com.Erent of Alexander, who rnaintains to the end hir idea of the
perceptual character of proofs by ecthesis, rr2. ggt dz 6i ri 6t' ixiioeos Dcifrs rfr
aiolqnxil xai oi ouAAoyrcttxi, ifftrov rai dr zo0 v6v oitdv plxitt pvtlpove,iew eitfis
<,is Erri ouDoT:opoA rwos ywop€m1s.

2 An. pr. i. 4, z6'z ei 6i rd pir tpittov temi rQ ploE dxoAou0ei,'ri 62 pioov pq6ei
tQ ioyirqt &t6.pyeq oix Sotat oa)d.oywpis tir dxpov'ouD& ydp dveyxaiov ovpBoivet
tQ toina elvar xai yd.p aowi roi p16evi dvti26tat ri tyitov tQ ioy,irE ftadpTcr,
dne oite td xatd pipos oi* ti xc06)ou yiverot dvayxaior pq}evis 62 6mos dvayxaiou
6td tothotv oix Emat ouhoytoltis, 6pot rc6 noni Jtdpyeu lQov, dv0poaos,ittros' to0
p16cvi lQov, dvOpurog, Aieos.
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derived (6uvdp.evov ouvdyeoila,.) for some concrete terms a uni-
versal affirmative conclusion, and for some other concrete terms
a universal negative conclusion. This is, Alexander asserts, the
most obvious sign that such a combination of fremisses has no
syllogistic force, since opposite and contradictory propositions
which destroy each other are proved by it (Eeiruuzor).r What
Alexander says is certainly misleading, for nothing can be for-
mally derived from an asyllogistic combination of premisses, and
nothing can be proved by it. Besides, propositions with different
concrete subjects and predicates are neither opposite to each
other nor contradictory. Maier again puts the terms pointed out
by Aristotle into a syllogistical form:

(the premisses areunderlined by him, as in a syllogism), and says
that there results (ugibt sdci) from logically equivalent premisses
a universal affirmative proposition as well as a universal nega-
tive.2 We shall see below that the terms given by Aristotle are
not intended to be put into the form of a syllogism, and that
nothing results formally from the premisses of the would-be
syllogisms quoted by Maier. In view of these misunderstandings
a logical analysis of the matter seems to be necessary.

ff we want to piove that the following syllogistic form :
(r) If l'belongs to all B and B belongs to no C, then r4 does

not belong to some C,

is not a syllogism, and consequently not a true logical theorem,
we must show that there exist such values of the variables l, .8,
and C as verify the premisses without verifying the conclusion.
For an implication containing variables is true only when all the

t Alexander gg, 22 xai yip xa06Aov xoto$anxdv lni nvos J,\r;s 8eifer Duvd.pevov
owdyeo0or xai rdAu e'z' d,\,\r1s xad\ov dno$orcxdv, 6 dvapyiuatov oqpeiov roi
pliepiav iTew tlv ou(wykv toirttlv ioTiv oviloynttxfiv, ei ye td. te dvemia xoi td,
dnueipcvo €v eitfi ieiwuroq 6wa d)Jrfiiuv d"vacpetxd,i

z Op. cit., vol. ii. a, p. 76: 'Es handelt sich also um folgende Kombinationen:

all men are animals
no horse is a man
all horses are animals

aller Mensch ist Lebewesen
kein Pferd ist Mensch

all men are animals
no stone is a man
no stone is an animal

aller Mensch ist Lebewesen
kein Stein ist Mensch ..

alles Pferd ist Lebewesen kein Stein ist Lebewesen
So wird an Beispielen gezeigt, dass bei der in Frage stehenden priimissenzusam-

Tgnlteltgng von logisch vcillig gleichen Vordersiitzen aus sowohl ein allgemein
bejahendcr, als ein allgemein verneinender Satz sich ergeben k6nne.'
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values of variables that verify the antecedent verity the conse-
quent also. The easiest lvay of showing this is to find concrete
tlrms veri$ing the premisses 'z{ belongs to all.B' and '.B belongp
to no C', but not verifying the conclusion '24 does not belong to
some C'. Aristotle found such terrns: take 'animal' for A, 'man'
for Br'horse' for C. The Premisses 'Animal belongs to all man'
or 'All men are animals', and 'Man belongs to no horse' or 'No
horses are men', are verified; but the conclusion 'Animal does
not belong to some horse' or 'Some horses are not animals' is
false. Formula (I), therefore, is not a syllogism. For the same
reason neither will the following form:

(z) If Abelongs to all B and B belongs to no C, then z{ belongs
to no C,

be a syllogism, because the premisses are verified for the same

concrete tirms as before, but the conclusion 'Animal belongs to
no horse' or 'No horses are animals' is false. It follows from the
falsity of (l) and (z) that no negative conclusion c3n be drawn
from the given premisses.

Nor cari an affirmative conclusion be drawn from them. Take

the next syllogistical form:

(3) If .ra belongs to all.B and B belongs to no C, then / belongs
to some C.

There exist values for A, B,and C, i.e. concrete terms, that veriff

the premisses without verifying the conclusion. Aristotle again

gives such terms: take tanimal' for Ar''mant for B, 'stonet for C'

the premisses are verified, for it is true that 'All men are animals'

and 
''No 

stone is a man" but the conclusion 'Some stone is an

animal' is obviously false. Formul" (g), therefore, is not a syllo-

gism. Neither can the last form:

@) lf Abelongs to all B and.B belongs to no C, then z4 belongp

to all C,

be a syllogism, since for the given terms the premisses- are verified

a, b.fore,lut the conclusion 'All stones are animals' is not veri-

fied. It results from the above that no conclusion whatever can be

derived from the combination of premisses '/ belong-s to all Bf

and '.8 belongs to no C', where ,4 is the predicate and B is the

subject of theionclusion. This combination of premises is useless

for syllogistic.
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The main point of this process of, rejecgion is to find a true
universal affirmative proposition (like .All horses are animals')
and a true universal negative proposition (like ,No stone is an
animal'), both compatible with the premisses. It is not sufficient
to find, for instance, for some terms a true universal affirmative
statement, and for some other terms a true particular negative
statement. This opinion was put forward by Alexander's teicher
Herminus and'some older Peripatetics, and was rightly refuted
by Alexander.I This is again a proof that Aristoi'le's ideas of
rejection have not been properly understood.

. Th. syllogistic forms (r)-14) are rejected by Aristotle on the
basis of some concrete terms that veiify the premisses without
veriffing the conclusion. Aristotle, howiver, knows yet another
kind of proo_f for rejection. Investigating the syllogisiic forms of
the 

-second 
figure, Aristotle states 

-geneially 
tirat 

"in 
this figure

neither two affirmative nor two negitive primisses yield a t J"rr-
sary conclusion, and then continues thus:

'!.e.t M belong to no ,i!y', and not to some X. It is possible then for "lly'to belong either to all X or to no X. Terms of bllonging to none:
black, snow, animal. Terms of belonging to all cannot 5e 6und, if .r1,1
belongs to some X, and {oes not belonglo some X. For if ,tf belonged
to all X-,. and M t9 no JV, then M would belong to no X; but ii is
assumed that it b3l_ongs to 

-some 
X. In this way, tLen, it is not possible

to take terms, and the proofmust start from the indefinite nature of the
particular premiss. For since it is true that M does not belong to some
f, even if it belongs to no X, and since if it belongs to no Xaiyllogism
is not possible, clearly it will not be possible eitf,er.,z

Aristotle here^begins the proof of rejection by giving concrete
terms, as in the first example. But then he breaks onni, proo{, as
he cannot find concrete terms that would verifr the p..-irr",

words of Herminus are quoted gq. aa:
r:i1v dw!{aow €rroa ouvo}op€r1, a".iio,,
w. )\iyew fis iv S rd, ivowia ouvdyetac

6povs, ix Et ro0 dEropdozo v Eerxriov. dnei yr
8 rci ei p16evi ind,pleq pq}evi 6l in,ipyot
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'M belongs to no "lf 'and 'M does not belong to someX', without
verifying the proposition '.itf does not belong to someX', provided
M, which does not belong to someX, belongs at the same time to
some (other) X. The reason is that from thc premisses 'M belongs
to no "lf' and'M belongs to sgme X'the proposition '"lf does
not belong to some X'follows by the mood Festino. But it is not
necessary that M should belong to some X, when it does not
belong to some (other) X; M might belong to no X. Concrete
terrns verifiing the premisses 'M belongs to no "iV'and 'M belongs
to no X', and not verifying the proposition '"lf does not belong to
some X', can easily be chosen, and in fact Aristotle found.them,
rejecting the syllogistic form of the second figure with universal
negative premissesl the required terms arcz M-'line', .iV-
'animal', N-31nv11'.t The same terms may be used to disprove
the syllogistic form:

$) lf M belongs to no "trf and M does not belong to some X,
then "lf does not belong to some X.

For the premiss 'No animal is a line' is true, and the second
premiss 'Some man is not a line' is also true, as it is true that 'No
man is a line', but the conclusion 'Some man is not an animal' is
false. Aristotle, howevei, does not finish his proof in this way,z
because he sees another possibility: if the form with universal
negative premisses:

(6) If M belongs to no "iV and M belongs to no X, then "M does
not belong to some X,

is rejected, (5) must be rejected too. For if (5) stands, (6), having
a stronger premiss than (5), must also stand.

Modern formal logic, as far as I know, does not use 'rejection'
as an operation opposed to Frege's 'assertion'. The rules of rejec-
tion are not yet known. On the ground of the above proof of
Aristotle we may state the following rule:

(c) If the implication 'ff a, then p ' is asserted, but its conse-
quent p is rejected, then its antecedent d must be rejected too.

I Ibid. 27a2s ori6' (scil. Eotot ouiloyopis) &av pfite rca N pfite rc6 E p48ezds
xenryopfitac rd M. dpor tofr irdpTew yp.l,l"|, lQov, dv|patnos, toA pi1 indpyew
ypot"t"i, (Qov, Aiflos.

'2 Alexander completed this proof, 88. rz: toA nolti td N tQ E Jndpgw 6pot
ypapp| i M, lQov rd N, dvilpanos rd E' fi plv ydp yp"ttt i oriDei ldg xoi tri oJ1
ind.pyeui'v0p<inq dzei rci pq6evi, lQov Ei zrqvTi 'iv0p6nE,
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This rule can be applied not only to reject (5) if (0) is rejected,
but also to reject (z) if (l) is rejected. For from an E-premiss
an O-premiss follows, and if (z) is true, then (r) must be true.
But if (I) is rejected, so must (z) be rejected.

The rule (c) for rejection corresponds to the rule ofdetachment
for assertion. We may accept another rule for rejection corre-
sponding to the rule of substitution for assertion. It can be for-
mulated thus:

(d) If ct is a substitution for p, and c is rejected, then B must be
rejccted too.

Example : suppose that'A does not belong to some I' is rejected ;
then 'r4 does not belong to some -B' must be rejected too, sin0e, if
the second expression were asserted, we should obtain from it by
substitution the fint expression, which is rejected.

The first of these rules was anticipated by Aristotle, the second
was unknown to him..Both enable us to reject some forms, pro-
vided that some other forms have already been rejected. Aristotle
rejects some forms by means ofconcrete terms, as 'man', 'animal',
'stone'. This procedure is correct, but it introduces into logic
terms and propositions not germane to it. 'Man' and 'animal'
are not logical terms, and the proposition 'All men are animals'
is not a logical thesis. Logic cannot depend on concrete terms and
statements. If we want to avoid this difficulty, we must reject
some forms axiomatically. I have found that if we reject the two
following brms of the second figure axiomatically:

Q) lt A belongs to all.B and A belongs to all C, then.B belongs
to some C, and

(B) If / belongs to no.B and A belongs to no C, then I belongs
to some C,

all the other forms may be rejected by the rules (r) and (d).

I zr. Some unsolaed poblems ''
The Aristotelian system of non-modal syllogisms is a theory of

four constants which may be denoted by 'All - is', 'Ir[e - i5',
tSome - is', and 'Some - is nott. These constants are functors
of two arguments which are represented by variables having as
values only concrete universal terms. Singular, empty, and also
negative terms are excluded as values. The constants together
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with their arguments form-four kinds of proposition called pre-
misses, viz. 'All A is B', 'No .,4 is B', 'Some A is B', and 'Some
z{ is not B'. The system may be called 'formal logic', as concrete
terms, like 'man'or 'animal', belong not to it but only to its
applications. The system is not a theory of the forms of thought,
nor is it dependent on psychology; it is similar to a mathematical
theory of the relation 'greater than', as was rightly observed
by the Stoics.

The four kinds of premiss form theses of the system by means of
two functors 'if- then' and 'and'. These functors belong to pro-
positional logic, which is an auxiliary theory of the system. In
some proofs we meet a third propositional functor, viz. the
propositional negation 'It is not true that', denoted shortly by
'not'. The four Aristotelian constants 'All - i5', '\[e - is', 'Some
- is' and 'Some - i5 nei', together with the three propositional
constants 'if- thent, 'and', and 'not', are the sole elements of the
syllogistic.

All theses of the system are propositions regarded as true for all
values of the variables that occur in them. No Aristotelian syllo-
gism is formulated as a rule of inference with the word 'therefore',
as is done in the traditional logic. The traditional logic is a
system different from the Aristotelian syllogistic, and should not
be mixed up with the genuine logic of Aristotle. Aristotle divided
syllogisms into three figures, but he knew and accepted all the
syllogistic moods of the fourth figure. The division of syllogisms
into figures is of no logical importance and has only a practical
aim: we want to be sure that no valid syllogistical mood is
omitted.

The system'is axiomatized. As axioms Aristotle takes the two
first moods of the first figure, Barbara and Celarent. To these
two axioms we have to add two laws of conversion, as these can-
not be proved syllogistically. If we wish to have the law of
identity, 'All I is l,' in the system we havc to assumeit axiomatic-
ally. The simplest basis we can get is to take the constants 'All - is'
and 'Some - i5' 3s primitive terms, to define the rwo other con-
stants by means of those terms with the help of propositional
negation, and to assume as axioms four theses, viz. the two laws
of identity and the moods- Barbara and Datisi,_ or Barbara and
Dimaris. It is not possible to build up the system on one axiom
only. To look for the principle of the Aristotelian syllogistic is a
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vain attempt, if 'principle' means the same as 'axiom'. The so-
called dirtum dc otnni et nulh cannot be the principle of syllo-
gistic in this sense, and was never stated to be such by Aristotle
himself.

Aristotle reduces the so-called imperfect syllogisms to the per-
fect, i.e. to the axioms. Reduction here means proof or deduction
of a theorem from the axioms. He uses three kinds of proof : by
conversion, by rcdurtio ad inpossibilc, and by ecthesis. Logical
analysis shows that in all the proofs of the first two kinds there are
involved theses of the most elementary part of propositional logic,
the theory of deduction. Aristotle uses them intuitively, but soon
after him the Stoics, who were the inventors of the first system of
propositional logic, stated some of them explicitly-the com-
pound law of transposition and the so-called 'synthetic theorem',
which is ascribed to Aristotle but does not exist in his extant
logical worls..A new logical element seems to be implied by the
proofs by ecthesis: they can be explained with the help of
existential quantifiers. The systematic introduction of quanti-
fiers into the syllogistic would completely change this system: the
primitive term 'Some - is' could be defined by the term 'All -
is', and many new theses would arise not known to Aristotle. As
Aristotle himself has dropped the proofs by ecthesis in his final
summary ofthe syllogistic, there is no need to introduce them into
his system.

Angther new logical element is contained in Aristotle's in-
vestigation of the inconclusive syllogistic forms: it is rejection.
Aristotle rejects invalid forms by exemplification through con-
crete terms. This procedure is logically correct, but it introduces
into the system terms and propositions not germane to it. There
are, however, cases where he applies a more logical procedure,
reducing one invalid form to another already rejected. On the
basis ofthis remark a rule ofrejection could be stated correspond-
ing to the rule of detachment by assertion; this can be regarded
as.the commencement of a new field of logical inquiries and of
new problems that have to be solved.

Aristotle does not systematically investigate the so-called
polysyllogisms, i.e. syllogisms with more than three terms and
two premisses. As we have seen, Galen studied compound syllo-
gisms consisting of four terms and three premisses. It is an old
error to ascribe to Galen the authorship of the fourth figure:
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Galen divided the compound syllogisms of four terms into four
figures, but not the simple ones known to us by their medieval
names. His investigations were entirely forgotten. But compound
syllogisms also belong to the syllogistic and have to be taken into
account, and here is another problem that has to be studied
systematically. An essential contribution to this problem is the
set of formulae given by C. A. Meredith, and mentioned above
at the end of section 14.

There still remains one problem not seen by Aristotle, but of
the utmost importance for his whole system: it is the problem of
decision. The number of significant expressions of the syllogistic
is infinite; most of them are certainly false, but some of them may
be trug like valid polysyllogisms of n terms where z is any integer
whatever. Can we be sure that our axioms togetherwith our rules
of inference are sufficient to prove all the true expressions of the
syllogistic ? And similarly, can we be sure that our rules of rejec-
tion, formulated at the end of section 2c, are sufficient to reject
all the false expressions, provided that a finite number of them is
rejected axiomatically? I raised these problems in rg38 in my
Seminar on Mathematical Logic at the University of Warsaw.
One of my former pupils, now Professor of Logic and Methodo-
logy at the University ofWroclaw,J. Slupecki, found the solution
to both problems. His answer to the first question was positive,
to the second negative. Accordihg to Slupecki it is not possible to
reject all the false expressions,of the syllogistic by means of the
rules (c) and (d) quoted in section zo, provided a finite num-
ber of them is rejected axiomatically. However many false ex-
pressions we may reject axiomatically, there always exist other
false expressions that cannot be rejected otherwise than axio-
matically. But it is impossible to establish an infinite set ofaxioms.
A new rule of rejection must be added to the system to complete
the insufficient characterizationof the Aristotelian logic given by
the four axioms. This rule was found by Slupecki.

Slupecki's rule of rejection peculiar to Aristotle's syllogistic
can be formulated in the following way: Let c and p denote
negative premisses of the Aristotelian logic, i.e. premisses of the
type 'No A is B' or 'Some I is not B', and let y denote either a
simple premiss (of any [cind) or an implication the consequent of
which is a simple premiss and the antecedent a conjunction of
such premisses: if the expressions 'If c, then y' and 'IfB, then y'
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are rejected, then the expression'If c and p, then y' must be
rejected too.r This rule, together with the rules of rejection (c)
and (d) and the axiomatically rejected expression 'If all C is .B
and all A is B, then some A is C',enables us to reject any false
expression of the system. Besides, we suppose as given the four
asserted axioms of the syllogistic, the definitions of the E- and
the O-premiss, the rules of inference for asserted expressions, and
the theory of deduction as an auxiliary system. In this way the
problem of decision finds its solution: for any given significant
expression of the system we can decide whether it is true and may
be asserted or whether it is false and must be rejected.

By the solution of this problem the main investigations on
Aristotle's syllogistic are brought to an end. There remains only
one problem, or rather one mysterious point waiting for an
explanation: in order to reject all the false orpressions of the
system it is necessary and sufficient to reject axiomatically only
one false expression, viz. the syllogistic form of the second figure
with universal affirmative premisses and a particular affirmative
conclusion. There exists no other expression suitable for this
purpose. The explanation of this curious logical fact may perhaps
lead to new discoveries in the field oflogic

t 
J. Slupecki, 'Z badari nad sylogistyk4 Arystotelesa' (Investigation on Aristode's

Syllogistic), Tranaux tlc la Socitt dcs Scittucs ct des ltttrcs de Wroclaw, 56r. B, No. g,
Wroclaw (rgr48). See chapter v, devoted to the problcm of decision.

CHAPTER IV

ARISTOTLE'S SYSTEM IN SYMBOLIC
FORM

$ zz. Explanation d thc s2mbolism

Trus chapter does not belong to the history of logic. Its purpose is
to set out the system of non-modal syllogisms according to the
requirements of r,nodern formal logic, but in close connexion with
the ideas set forth by Aristotle himself.

Modern formal logic is strictly formalistic. In order to get an
exactly formalized thmry it is more convenient to employ a
symbolism invented for this purpose than to make use of ordinary
language which has is own grammatical laws. I have therefore
to start from the explanation of such a symbolism. As the
Aristotelian syllogistic involves the rnost elementary part of the
propositional logic called theory of deduction, I shall explain
the symbolic notation of both these theories.

In both theories there occur variables and corstants. Variables
are denoted by small Latin letters, constants by Latin capitals.
By the initial letters of the alphabet a, b, c, d, ..., I denote term-
variables of the Aristotelian logic. These term-variables have as
values universal terms, as 'man' or 'animal'. For the constants of
this logic I employ the capital letters l, E, I, and O, used already
in this sense by the medieval logicians. By means of these two
kinds of letters I form the four functions of the Aristotelian logic,
writing the constants before the variables:.

Aab means All a is b or D belongs to all a,
Eab ,, No a is 6 ,, D belongs to no 4,
Iab ,, Some a is 6 ,, 6 belongs to some 4,
Oab ,, Some a is not 6 ,, D does not belong to some 4.

The constants A, E, I, and O are called functors, a and 6 their
arguments. All Aristotelian syllogisms are composed of these
four types of function connected with each other by means of
the words 'if'and 'and'. These words also denote functors, but
of a different kind from the Aristotelian constants: their argu-
ments are not term-expressions, i.e. concrete terms or term-
variables, but propositional expressions, i.e. propositions like
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'All men are animals', propositional functions like 'Aab', or
propositional variables. I denote propositional variables by y',
g, t, sr..., the functor 'if' by C, the functor 'and' by ff. The
expression Cpq means 'ifp, then g' ('then' may be omitted) and
is called 'implication' with p as the antecedent and q as the
consequent. C does not belong to the antecedent, it only com-
bines the antecedent with the consequent. The expression Kpq
means 'p and 4' and is called 'conjunction'. We shall meet in
some prooG a third functor of propositional logic, propositional
negation. This is a functor of one argument and is denoted by

"iV. It is difficult to render the function ")Vp either in English or
in any other modern language, as there exists no single word
for the propositional negation.t We have to say by circumlocu-
tion 'it-is-not-true-that p' or 'it-is-not-the-case-that p'. For the
sake of brevity I shall use the expression 'not-1D'.

The principle of my notation is to write the functors before
the arguments. In this way I can avoid brackets. This symbol-
ism without brackets, which I invented and have employed in
my logical papers since r9eg,2 can be applied to mathematics as
well as to logic. The associative law of addition runs in the
ordinary notation thus:

(a- lb) lc :  al(b*c),

and cannot be stated without brackets. If you write, however,
the functor,* before its arguments, you get:

(a*b)*c:  **abc and al(blc) :  lafbc.

The law of association can be now written without brackets:

**abc: {albc.

Now I shall explain some expressions written down in this
symbolic notation. The symbolic expression of a syllogism is
easy to understand. Take, for instance, the mood Barbara:

If all 6 is c and all a is 6, then all a is c.

It reads in symbols:

CKAbcAabAac.
t The Stoics used for propositional negation the single word orill.
2 See, for instance, Lukasiewicz and Tarski, 'Untersuchungen iiber den Aus-

sagenkalkiil', Comphs Rcndus des slanas de la SociCtC drs Scimccs et det Lcttrcs dz Varsottie,
rxiii (r93o), Cl. III, pp. gr-4.
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The conjunction of the premisses Abc and Aab, viz. KAbcAab, is
the antecedent of the formula, the conclusion Aac is its conse-
quent.

Some expressions of the theory of deduction are more com-
plicated. Take the symbolic expression of the hypothetical
syllogism:

If (ifp, then q), then [if (if g, then r), then (ifp, then r)].
It reads:

CCpqCCqrCpr.

In order to understand the construction of this formula you
must remember that C is a functor of two propositional argu-
ments which follow immediately after C, forming together with
C a new compound propositional expression. Of this kind are
the expressions Cpq, Cqr, and Cpr contained in the formula.
Draw brackets around each of them; you will get the cxpression:

C(Cpq)C(Cqr)(Cpr).

Now you can easily see that (Cpq) is the antecedent of the whole
formula, and the rest, i.e. C(Cqr)(Cpr), is the consequent, having
(Cqr) as its antecedent and (Ct ) * its consequent.

In the same way we may analyse all the other expressions,
for instance the following, which contains "lf and rf besides C:

CCKpqrCKNrqNp.

Remember that K, like C, is a funotor of two arguments, and
that "ltf is a functor of one argument. By using different kinds of
brackets we get the expression:

c lc (K p q) rl{c lK (Nr) ql (N p)}.

[C(Kpq)r] is here the antecedent of the whole formula while
{C$Wr)ql(/fp)} ir its consequent, having the conjunction
WWr)q) as its antecedent and the negation (Np) as its con-
sequent.

$ zg. Theorlt of deduction

The most fundamental logical system on which all the other
logical systems are built up is the theory of deduction. As every
logician is bound to know this system, I shall here describe it in
brief.
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The theory ofdeduction can be axiomatized in several different

ways, according to which functors are chosen as primitive terms.
The simplest way is to follow Frege, who takes as primitive
terms the functors of implication and negation, in our symbol-
ism C and "lf. There exist many sets oi axioms of tfre C_,it/-
system; the simplest of them and the one almost universallv
accepted was discovered by myself before r92g.r It consists of
three axioms:

Tt. CCpqCCqrCpr
Tz. CCNppp
Ts. CpCNpq.

The first axiom is the law of the hypotheticar syllogism already
explained in the foregoing section. The second uiio*, which
:.uq: j" words 'If (if^not-y', then p), then p,, was applied by
Euclid to the proof of a mathemalical theorem., t iitt it ttre
law-ofclavius, as clavius (a learned Jesuit riving in the second
half of the sixteenth century, orie of the constructors of the
Gregorian calendar) first drew attention to this law in his com-

There belong to the system two rules of inference: the rule of
substitution and the rule of detachment.

The rule of substitution allows us to deduce new theses from
a thesis asserted in the system by writing instead of a variable a
significant expression, everywhere the same for the same vari-
able. significant. expressions are defined inductivery in the fol-
lowing 

-way: 
(a) any propositional variable is a significant

expression; (b) N" is a significant expression provided a is a
I Fint published in Polish: 'o znaczeniu i potrzebach logiki matematvcznei,

(on the rmportance and Requirements of Mithematical L"ogic), n^k"'i;i;i;,
vol. x, Warsaw (r92g), pp. 6ro-rz. Cf. also the German contribution quoted in
p. 28, n. r: Satz 6, p. 35.2 See above, section 16.

3 -Cf. my paper quoted in p. 48, n.
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significant expression; (c) Cap is a significant expression pro-
vided a and p are significant expressions.

The rule of detachment is the modus plnens of the Stolcs
referred to above: if a proposition of the type CcB is asserted
and its antecedent a is asserted too, it is permissible to assert
its consequent B, and detach it from the implication as a new
thesis.

By means of these two rules we can deduce from our set of
axioms all the true theses of the C-,t!y'-system. If we want to
have in the system other functors besides C and ylf, e.g. K, we
must introduce them by definitions. This can be done in two
different ways, as I shall show on the example of ff. The con-
junction 'p and q' means the same as .it-is-not-true-that (if p,
then not-q)'. This connexion between Kpq and NCpNq 

-uy 
b.

expressed by the formula:

KPq: NCPNq,

where the sign : corr€sponds to the words ,means the same
as'. This kind of definition requires a special rule of inference
allowing us to replace the defniens by the definiendum and vice
ve1sa. Or we may express the connexion between Kpq and
NCpNq by an equivalence, and as equivalence is not a primitive
term of our system, by two implications converse to each other:

CKpqNCpNq and CNCpNqKpq.

In this case a special definition-nlle is not needed. I shall use
definitions of the first kind.

Let us now see by an example how new theses can be derived
from the.axioms by the help of rules of inference. I shall deduce
frrrm Tr-T3 the law of identity Cpp. The deduction requires
two irpplications of the rule of substitution and two applications
ol'tlrr: rule of detachment; it runs thus:

Tr. qlCNpqxCT3-74
'l'4.. (iCCNpqrCpr

'l'+. qlp, rlpxCTz-T5
'l'5. t:pp.

'l'he lilst lirre is called the derivational line. It consists of two
plrts s(:l)irrutcrl from each other by the sign x . The first part,
'l't. qlcNl)q, rrr"airs that in Tr CNpq has to be substitut.a foi
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q. The thesis produced by this substitution is omitted in order to
save space. It would be of the following form:

(I) CCqC Np qCC C Np qrCpr.

The second part, CT3-T4, shows how this omitted thesis is
constructed; making it obvious that the rule ofdetachment may be
applied to it. Thesis (I) begins with C, and then there follow axiom
T3 as antecedent and thesis T4 as consequent. We can therefore
detach T4 as a new thesis. The derivational line before T5 has
a similar explanation. The stroke (/) is the sign of substitution
and the short rule (-) the sign of detachment. Almost all sub-
sequent deductions are performed in the same manner.

One must be very expert in performing such proofs if one
wants to deduce from the axioms Tr-T3 the law of commuta-
tion CCpCqrCqCpr or even the law of simplification CltCqp. I
shall therefore explain an easy method of verifying expressions
of our system without deducing them from the axioms. This
method, invented by the American logician Charles S. Peirce
about rBB5, is based on the so-called principle of bivalence,
which states that every proposition is either true or false, i.e.
that it has one and only one bf two possible truth-values: truth
and falsity. This principle must not be mixed up with the law of
the excluded middle, according to which of two contradictory
propositions one must be true. It was stated as the basis of logic
by the Stoics, in particular by Chrysippus.I

All functions of the theory of deduction are truth-functions,
i.e. their truth and falsity depend only upon the truth and
falsity of their arguments. Let us denote a constant false pro-
position by o, and a constant true proposition by r. We may
define negation iri the following way:

No:r  and Nt:o.

This means: the negation of a false proposition means the same
as a true proposition (or;:'shortly, is true) and the negation of
a true proposition is false. For implication we have the follow-
ing four definitions:

Coo : t, Cot : It CIo : o, Ctt : t.

I Cicero, Acad. pr. ii. 95 'Fundamentum dialecticae cst, quidquid enuntietur
(id autem appellant ,i,{iapo) aut verum esse aut falsum'; De fato zr 'Itaque
contendit omnes nervos Chrysippus ut persuadeat omne d.(iape aut verum esse aut
falsum.' In the Stoic terminology df/opc means 'proposition', not 'axiom'.
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'Ihis means: an implication is false only when its antecedent is
true and its consequent false ; in all the other cases it is true.
This is the oldest definition of implication, stated by Philon of
Megara and adopted by the Stoics.t For conjunction we have
the four evident eqpalities:

Koo : o, KoI : o, KIo : ot Ktt : t.

A conjunction is true only when both its arguments are true;
in all the other cases it is false.

Now ifwe want to verify a significant expression of the theory
of deduction containing all or some of the functors C, N, and K
we have to substitute for the variables occurring in the expression
the symbols o and. r in 4ll possible permutations, and reduce the
formulae thus obtained on the basis ofthe equalities given above.
If after the reduction all the formulae give r as the final result,
the expression is true or a thesis; if any one of them gives o as
the final result, the expression is false. Let us take as an example
of the first kind the law of transposition CCltqCNqNp; we get:

For pfo, qlo: CCooCNoNo : CrCrr : Crr : r,

,, !lo, qlr: CCotCNrNo : CrCor : CII : I,

,, llI, qlo: CCroCNoNr : CoCro : Coo : r,

,, llI, qlr: CCrrCNrNr : CrCoo: CIr : r.

As for all substitutions the final result is r, the law of trans-
position is a thesis of our system.,Let us now take as an example
of the second kind the expression CKpNqq.It suffices to try only
one substitution:

plt, qlo: CKrNoo : CKrro : CIo : o.

This substitution gives o as the final result, and therefore the
expression CKpNqq is false. In the same way we may check all
the theses of the theory of deduction employed as auxiliary
premisses in Aristotle's syllogistic.

\24. Quantifurs
Aristotle had no clear idea of quantifiers and did not use them

in his works; consequently we cannot introduce them into his
syllogistic. But, as we have already seen, there are two points in
his system which we can understand better if we explain them

r Sextus Empiricus, Ada. math. viii. rI3 6 y2v iDiAav iAeyev dA402s yiveo|et td
ouv11t1tivov, 6rav pi1 dpyqrot d.n' dAqflois xoi Arjy'g dzi ,y'e0Eos, titore rpq6ts plv
yiveo|ot xat' ait6v ,iLq9is owtlpplvov, xa|' tve 6t rp6nov ,ltea}os.

83
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by employing quantifiers. Universal quantifiers are connected
with the so-called 'syllogistic necessity', existential or particular
quantifiers with the proofs by ecthesis. I shall now translate into
symbols the proofs with existential quantifiers set down in
section rg, and then the argument dependent on universal
quantifiers mentioned in section 5.

I denote quantifiers by Greek capitals, the universal quanti-
fier by II, and the particular or existential quantifier by X. I/
may be read 'for all', and ^t 'for some' or 'there exists'; e.g,
DcKAcbAca means in words: 'There exists a c such that all c is
b and all c is a' , or more briefly: 'For some c, all c is D and all c
is a.' Every quantified expression, for instance DcKAcbAca, con-
sists of three parts: part one, in our example J, is always a
quantifier; part two, here c, is always a variable bound by the
preceding quantifier; part three, here KAcbAca, is always a
propositional expression containing the variable just bound by
the quantifier as a free variable. It is by putting Xc before
KAcbAca that the free variable c in this last formula becomes
bound. We may put it briefly: X (part one) binds c (part two)
in KAcbAca (part.three).

The rules of existential quantifiers have already been set out
in section r9. In derivational lines I denote by ^Xr the rule al-
lowing us to put .E before the antecedent, and by 2z the rule
allowing us to put it before the consequent of a true implica-
tion. T[e following deductions will be easily understood, as they
are translations of the deductions given in words in section 19,
the corresponding theses bearing the same running number and
havingcorrespondingsmall letters as variables instead of capitals.

Proof of conuersion of the l-premiss

Theses assumed as true without proof:

(t) CIabEcKAcbAca
(z) CEcKAcbAcaIab ''

Theses (r) and (z) can be used as a definition of the l-premiss.
(g) CKpqKqp (commutative law of conjunction)

$) plAch, qlAcax(4)

@) CKAcbAcaKAcaAcb

@) Ezc x (5)

$) CKAcbAcaEcKAcaAcb
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(5) Irc x (6)
(6) CEc KAcb AcaDc K AcaAcb
Tt. CCpqCCqrCpr (law of the hypothetical syllogism)

T t. p I lab, q I Ec KAcb Aca, r f 2c KAcaAcb x C (r) -C(0) -( Z)
fi) CIabEcKAcaAcb

(z) bla,  albx(B)
(B) CEcKAcaAcblba

Tr. pllab, qlzcKAcaAcb, rllba x C(7)-C(B)-(9)
(g) CIabIba

The derivational lines show that (4) and (B) result from other
theses by substitution only, and (7) and (g) by substitution and
two detachments. Upon this pattern the reader himself may try
to construct the proof of the mood Darapti, which is easy.

Proof of the mood Bocardo
(The variables P, R, and ,S used in section rg must be re-

Iettered, as the corresponding small letters p, r, and s are reserved
to denote propositionalvariables: write dfor P,afor R,and D for.S.)

Thesis assumed without proof:
(t) CObdEcKAcbEcd

Two syllogisms take-n as premisses:
(16) CKAcbAbaAca (Barbara)
$7) CKAcaEcdOad (Felapton)
T6. CC KpqrCC KrstC KKpost

This is the 'synthetic theorem' ascribed to Aristotle.
T6. plAcb, qlAba, rf Aca, slEcd, tlOadxC(r6)-C(r 7)-

( '8)
(tB) CKKAcbAbaEcdOad

T7. CCKKpqrsCKprCqs (auxiliarythesis)
T7. plAcb, qlAba, rlEcd, slOad x C(r8)-(r9)

Q$ CKAcbEcdCAbaOad
(tg) Etc x (zo)

(zo) CZc KAcb EcdCAbaO ad

Tr. CCpqCCqrCpr
T r. p I O b d, q | 2c KAc b Ecd, r I CAbaO ad x C (t ) -C (zo) -

(zr)
(zt) CObdCAbaOad
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This is the implicational form of the mood Bocardo. If we wish
to have the usual conjunctional form of this mood, we must
apply to (zr) the so-called law of importation:

T8. CCpCqrCKpqr.

We get:
TB. p I Obd, q I Aba, r I Oad x C(z t)-(zz)

(zz)CKObdAbaOad (Bocardo).

By the so-called law of exportation,
Tg. CCKpqrCpCqr,

which is the converse of the law of importation, we can get
the implicational form of the mood Bocardo back from its
conjunctional form.

The rules of universal quantifiers are similar to the rules of
particular quantifiers set out in section rg. The universal
quantifier can be put before the antecedent of a true implica-
tion unconditionally, binding a free variable occurring in the
antecedent, and before the consequent of a true implication
only under the condition that the variable which is to be bound
in the consequent does not occur in the antecedent as a free
variable. f denote the first of these rules by IIr, the second
by IIz.

Two derived rules result from the above primitive rules of
universal quantifiers: first, it is permissible (by rule IIz and the
law of simplification) to put universal quantifiers in front of a
true expression binding free variables occurring in it; secondly,
it is permissible (by rule Zr and the propositional law of
identity) to drop universal quantifiers standing in front of a true
expression. How these rules may be derived I shall explain by
the example of the law of conversion of the /-premiss.

From the law ofconv€rsion

(g) CIabIba

there follows the quantified expression

(zG) IIaIIbClablba,

and from the quantified expression (26) there follows again the
unquantified law ofconversion (9).

$24 qUANTIFIERS

First: from (9) follows (26).
Trc. CpCqp (law of simplification)

Trc. plClablbaxC($-(4)
(4) CqCIabIba

To this thesis we apply rule I/: binding b, and then a, as neither
b nor a occurs in the antecedent:

(zg) I Izbx(z+)
(z$ CqIIbCIabIba

(24) Ilzax (zS)
(2il CqIIaIIbCIablba

(25) qlcpcqp x CTro-(26)
(26) IIaIIbCIabIba

Secondly: from (26) follows (9).
TS. Cpp (law of identity)

T5. plClablbax (27)
(27) CClabIbaClablba

To this thesis we apply rule I/r binding b, and, then a:
(27) Ihb x (zB)

(zB) C II\C lab IbaCIab lba

(zB) IIru x (zs)
(zg) C II aII bC Iab Ib aC Iab Ib a

(zg) x c(26)-(e)
(g) CIabIba

Aristotle asserts: 'If some a is b, it is necessary that some 6
should be a.' The expression 'it is necessary that' can have, in
my opinion, only this meaning: it is impossible to find such
values of the variables a and D as would verifr the antecedent
without verifying the consequent. That means' in other words:
'For all a, and for all D, if some a is D, then some D is a.'This is
our quantified thesis (26). It has been proved that this thesis is
equivalent to the unquantified law of conversion'If some a is 6,
then some b is a', which does not contain the sign of necessity.
Since the syllogistic necessity is equivalent to a universal
quantifier it may be omitted, as a universal quantifier may be
omitted at the head of a true formula.
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| 25. Fundamentals oJ the s2llogistic
Every axiomatized deductive system is based on three funda-

mental elements: primitive terms, axioms, and rules of inference.
I start from thefundamentals for asserted expressions, the funda-
mental elements for the rejected ones being given later.

As primitive terms I take the constants I and d defining by
them the two other constants, E and O:

Df t. Eab : NIab
Df z. Oab : NAab.

In order to abbreviate the proofs I shall employ instead of the
above definitions the two following rules of inference:

Rule RE: NI may be everywhere replaced by ,E and con-
versely.

Rule RO: NA may be everywhere replaced by O and con-
. versely.

The four theses of the system axiomatically asserted are the
two laws of identiry and the moods Barbara and Datisi:

t .  Aan
z. Iaa
3. CKAbcAabAac (Barbara)
4.CKAbcIbaIac (Datisi).

Besides the rules RE and RO I accept the two following rules
of inference for the asserted expressions:

(a) Rule of substitution: If cr is an asserted expression of the
system, then any expression produced from a by a valid
substitution is also an asserted expression. The only valid
substitution is to put for term-variables a, b, c other term-
variables, e.g. b for a.

(D) Rule of detachment: If Cup and d are asserted expressions
of the system, then B i6 an asserted expression.

As an auxiliary theory I assume the C-"ly'-system of the theory
of deduction with K as a defined functor. For propositional
variables propositional expressions of the syllogistic may be
substituted, like Aab, Iac, KEbcAa6, etc. In all subsequent proofs
(and also for rejected expressions) I shall employ only the
following fourteen theses denoted by roman numerals:

$zs FUNDAMENTALS OF THE SYLLOGISTIC

I. CpCqp law of simplification)
II. CCqrCCpqCpr

lll. CCpCqrCqCpr
IV. CpCNpq
v. CCNppp

YI. CCpqCNqNp
YII. CCKpqrCpCqr

YIII. CpCCKpqrCqr
lX. CCspCCKpqrCI{sqr
X. CCKpqrCCsqCKpsr

XI. CCrsCCKpqrCKqps
XII. CCKpqrCKpNrNq
XJII. CCKpqrCKNrqNp
){lV. CCKpNqNrCKprq

Thesis VIII is a form of the law of exportation, theses IX-XI
are compound laws of hypothetical syllogism, and XII-XIV
are compound laws of transposition. All of these can be easily
verified by the o-r method explained in section 23. Theses IV
and V give together with II and III the whole C-.M-system, but
IV and V are needed only in proofs for rejected expressions.

The system of a;<ioms I-4 is consistent, i.e. non-contradictory.
The easiest proof of non-contradiction is effected by regarding
term-variables as proposition-variables, and by defining the
functions A and.I as always true, i.e. by putting Aab : Iab :
KCaaCbb. The axioms r-4 are thep true as theses of the theory
of deduction, and as it is known that the theory of deduction is
non-contradictory, the syllogistic is non-contradictory too.

All the axioms of our system are independent of each other.
The proofs of this may be given by interpretation in the field of
the theory of deduction. In the subsequent interpretations the
term-variables are treated as propositional variables.

Independence of axiom r : Take Kfor A, and Cfor L Axiom r
is not verified,for Aaa : Kaa, and Kaa gives o for af o. The other
axioms are verified, as can be seen by the o-r method.

Independence of axiom z: Take C for A, and fffor .L Axiom z
is not verified., for Iaa : Kaa, The other axioms are verified.

Independence of axiom 4: Take C for A and -L Axiom 4 is
not verified, for CKAbcIbaIac : CKCbcCbaCac gives o for bf o,
alr, cf o. The rest are verified.
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Independence of axiom 3: it is impossible to prove the inde-
pendence ofthis axiom on the ground ofa theory ofdeduction
with only two truth-values, o and r. We must introduce a third
truth-value, let us say :, which may be regarded as another
symbol for truth, i.e. for r. To the equivalences given for C, Jf,
and K in section 23, we have to add the following formulae:

COZ:Cr2:CZt:C2Z: r ,  Czo:O, N2:o,
Ko2 : Kzo: ot Ktz : Kzt : Kzz : t.

It can easily be shown that under these conditions all the theses
of the C-"lf-system are verified. Let us now define lab as afunc-
tion always true, i.e. Iab : r for all values of a and b, and Aab
as a function with the values

Aaa: t ,  Aot :  Atz:  r ,  and Aoz: o ( the rest is i r -
relevant).

Axionis r, 2, and 4 are verified, but from 3 we get by the sub-
stitutions bf r, e f z, alo: CKAtzAorAoz : CKrrc : Cro : o.

It is also possible to give proofs of independence by inter-
pretation in the field of natural numbers. If we want, for in-
stance, to prove that axiom 3 is independent of the remaining
axioms, we can define Aab as a+I + b, and Iab as a*b : b*a.
Iab is always true, and therefore axioms z and 4 are verified.
Axiom r is also verified, for alt is always different from a. But
axiom 3, i.e. 'If b*t * c and af t t ' b, then aIt # c', is not
verifiediTake 3 for a,2 for D, and 4for c: the premisses will be
true and the conclusion false.

It results from the above proofs of independence that there
exists no single axiom or 'principle' of the syllogistic. The four
axioms r-+ rr.ay be mechanically conjoined by the word 'and'
into one proposition, but they remain distinct in this inorganic
conjunction without representing one single idea.

$ 26, Deduction of s2llogisrii theses

From axioms I-4 we can derive all the theses of the Aristotel-
ian logic by means of our rules of inference and by the help of
the theory of deduction. I hope that the subsequent proofs will
be quite intelligible after the explanations given in the fore-
going sections. In all syllogistical moods the major term is
denoted by a, the middle term by b, and the minor term by c.

$26 DEDUCTION OF SYLLOGISTIC THESES 9r

T'he major premiss is stated first, so that it is easy to compare
thc formulae with the traditional names of the moods.r

A. Tne Lnws or CorqvrRsroN
Yll.'plAbc, qf lba, rf lacxC4-5

5. CAbcClbalac

S. bla, cf a, af b x Cr-6
6. CIabIba (law of conversion of the .I-premiss)

IlI. plAbc, qllba, rllacxCS-7

7. ClbaCAbclac

7. bla, clb xCz-B
B. CAabIab (law. of subordination for affirmative pre-

mrssesJ
ll. qllab, rlIbaxC6-g

g. CCplabCpIba
g. plAab x CB-ro

rc. CAabIba (law of conversion of the ,4-premiss)

6.  a lb,  b lax r t
t r. CIbaIab

Yl. p I lba, ql lab x Ct r-tz
n. CNIabNIb&

rz.  RE x r3

ry. CEabEba (law of conversion of the E-premiss)

YL pIAab, qlIabxCB-r'4
t4. CNIabNAab

r4. RE, RO x r5
r 5. CEabOaD (law ofsubordination for negative premisses)

B. Tnr Aprrnuarrvn Moons
X. ltlAbc, qllba, rllac x C4-r6

fi. CCsIbaCKAbcslac

fi. sllab xC6-I7
r7. CKAbcIabIac (Darii)

t In my Polish text-book, Elcmcnts of Matlumatieal Zogdc, published in rgzg (see
p. 46, n. 3), I showed for the first time how the known theses of the syllogistic may
be formally deduced from axioms r-4 (pp. l8o-go). The method erpounded in
the above text-book is accepted with sorne modifications by L M. Bocheiski, O.P.,
in his contribution: On thc Categorical S2llogism, Dominican Studies, vol. i, Oxford
( 'g+B).
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16. slAab x Cro-IB
fi. CKAbcAabIac (Barbari)

B. alb,  blax rg

ry. CAbaIba
f i .  s lAbaxCrg-zo

zo. CKAbcAbaIac (DaraPti)

Xl. rllba, sllab xCtr-zt
zr. CCKpqIbaCKqplab

4. cla,  alcx22
zz. CKAbalbclca

zr. plAba, qlIbc, blcxCzz-23
zg. CKIbcAbaIac (Disamis)

t7.  cf  a,  a lcxz4
24. CKAbaIcblca

2r. plAba, qllcb, blcxCz4-25
25. CKIcbAbaIac (Dimaris)

rB. cla,  alcxz6
c6. CKAbaAcblca

zt. plAba, qlAcb, blc xCz6-27
27. CKAcbAbaIac (BramantiP)

C. TnE Nncerrvn Mooos

, XII I .  pl lbc,qlAba,rf  lacxC4-zB
zB. CKNIacAbaNIbc

zB. RE x z9
zg. CKEacAbaEbc

zg. alb,  blax3o
go. CKEbcAabEac

IX. slEab, plEba x Cr3-3t
y:CCKEbaqrCKEabE

gt. af c, qlAab, rlEatxC3o-32
gz. CKEcbAabEac

Xl. r I Eab, s I Eba x C t g-Zg
93. CCKpqEabCKqpEba

gz. cla, alcx34
94. CKEabAcbEca

(Celarent)

Sz6

(Cesare)
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3g. PlEab, qlAcb, af c, blaxCS+-yS

35. CtiitibotEai (Camestres)

3o. cla, alcxgG
36. CKEbaAcbEca

33. PlEba, qlAcb, alc, blaxC3617
g7. ctiitimonoi (Camenes)

lI. q I Eab, r I Oab xCr5-38
38. CCPEabCPOab

35. PlKEbcAab, blc x C3o-39
gg. cinOiAaboac (Celaront)

38. p I KEcbAab, b I c x C3z-4o

4o. CKEcbAaboac
38. p I KAcbEab, b lc x C35-4r

4t. CKAcbEabOac

35. PlKAcbEba, bf cxCZT-42

42. ci,lcibtaoac (CamenoP)

XII'I. PlAbc, qllba,rf lacxC+-+g

43. CKNIacIhaNAbc

43, RE, ROx44
44. CKEacIbaObc

+4.elb,  b lax45
4,,. criaciaioac (Ferio)

3r. af c, qllab, rlOatx'C45-46
46. (:IiEcbiabbiac (Festino)

X. PlEbc, qllab, rlOacxC+S-+7

47. (|CsIabCKEbcsOac

4.7. s l lbaxCrr-48

4tt. ()ft'libclbaoac

3r. af c, qllba, rlOacxC4B-49

4y. (|h'li:blbaoac

ro.  af  b,  b lax5o
,ro. ( i , ' l ln lah

47. t l , lbaxC5o-5r
qr.  ( ;A' l iht lhuooc (Felapton)

' .1r.  t t f  c,  qlAba, r lOa"cxC5r-52
,,r. t:i:ltt,)lh,i)uc (FesaPo)

(Cesaro)

(CamestroP)

(Ferison)

(Fresison)
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As a result of all these deductions one remarkable fact de-
serves our attention: it was possible to deduce twenty syllo-
gistic moods without employing axiom 3, the mood Barbara.
Even Barbari could be proved without Barbara. Axiom 3 is the
most important thesis of the syllogistic, for it is the only syllo-
gism that yields a universal affirmative conclusion, but in the
system of simple syllogisms it has an inferior rank, being neces-
sary to prove only two syllogistic moods, Baroco and Bocardo.
Here are these two proofs:

XIl. plAbc, qlAalt, rf AacxCZ-SS
59. CKAbcNAacNAab

53. RO x 54
54. CKAbcOacOab

5+. blc, clbx55
55. CKAcbOabOac

XllI' plAbc, qf Aab, rf Aacx Cg-S6
56. CKNAacAabNAbc

56. RO x 57
57. CKOacAabObc

57.'alb, blax 58
58. CKObcAba.Oac

(Baroco)

(Bocardo)

$ 27. Axioms and rules for rejected expressions

Of two intellectual acts, to assert a proposition and to reject
it,I only the first has been taken into account in modern formal
logic. Gottlob Frege introduced into logic the idea of assertion,
and the sign of assertion (F), accepted afterwards by the authors
of Principia Mathematica. The idea of rejection, however, so far
as I know, has been neglected up to the present day.

We assert true propositions and reject false ones. Only true
propositions can be asserted, for it would be an error to assert
a proposition that was not true. An analogous property cannot
be asserted of rejection: it is not o4ly false propositions that
have to be rejected. It is true, ofcourse, that every proposition
is either true or false, but there exist propositional expressions
that are neither true nor false. Of this kind are the so-called
propositional functions, i.e. expressions containing free variables

t f owe this distinction to Franz Brentano, who describes the acts of believing as
ancr kmnen and vcrwerfen.
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syllogistic form therefore :

(i) CKAbcEablac

is not asserted by him as a valid syllogism, but rejected'

Aristotle himself gives concrete terms disproving the above

lorm: take for 6 'min', for c 'animal', and for a 'stone'. But.there

are other values for which the formula (i) can be verified: by

identifying the variables a and t we get a true implication
(,'X.'AbaEablaa, for its antecedent is false and its consequent true'

1'he negation of the formula (i) :

(j) NCKAbcEablac

must therefori be rejected too, because for cf a it is false.
By introducing quantifiers into the system we could dispense

with rejection. Instead of rejecting the form (i) we could assert

t l re thesis:

(k) ZaZbEcNCKAbcEab lac.

'f 'lris means: there exist terms a, b, antcJ. c that verify the negation
of'(i) . The form (f), thercfore, is not true for all a, b, and c, and

t:annot be a valid syllogism. In the sarne way instead of rejecting

the expression (.r) we might assert the thesis:

(l) DaZbEcC KAbcEab lac.

Itut Aristotle knows nothing of quantifiers; instead of adding to

his system new theses with quantifiers he uses rejection' As

rrjcction seems to be er simpler idea than quantification, let us

l i r l low in Aristot le 's st t :ps.
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Aristotle rejects most invalid syllogistic forms by exemplifica-
tion through concrete terms. This is the only point where we
cannot follow him, because we cannot introduce into logic such
concrete terms as 'man' or 'animal'. Some forms must be
rejected axiomatically. I have foundt that if we reject axioma-
tically the two following forms of the second figure:

CKAcbAablac
CKEcbEablac,

all the other invalid syllogistic forms may be rejected by means
of two rules of rejection:

(r) Rule of rejection by detachment: if the implication 'If cr,
then p'is asserted, but the consequent p is rejected, then
the antecedent d must be rejected too.

(d) Rule of rejection by substitution: if p is a substitution of
cr, ?nd p is rejected, then a must be rejected too.

Both rules are perfectly evident.
The number of syllogistic forms is 4 x 43 : z16i z4 forms are

valid syllogisms, 2 forms are rejected axiomatically. It would be
tedious to prove that the remaining z3o invalid forms may be
rejected by means of our axioms and rules. I shall only show,
by the example of the forms of the first figure with premisses
Abc and Eab, how our rules of rejection work on the basis of
the first axiom ofrejection.

Rejected expressions I denote by an asterisk put before their
serial number. Thus we have:

*59. CKAcbAabIac (Axiom)
*59a. CKEcbEabIac

' l. pllac, qlKAcbAabx6o
6o. CIacCKAcbAabIac

6o x C*6r-*59
*6t. Iac.

Here for the first time is applied the rule of rejection by
detachment. The asserted implication 6o has a rejected con-
sequent, *59; thereforeits antecedent, *6r, must be rejected too.
In this same way I get the rejected expressions *64, *67. *7r,
*74" and +77.

I Sce section zo.
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Y. pllacx6z

62. CCNIacIacIar
62. RE x 63

63. CCEacIacIac
63 x C*64-*61

r64. CEacIac
r.  a lcx65

65. Acc

YIII. plAcc, 8lEac, rf lacxC65-66
66. CC KAcc Eac IatC Eaclac

66 x C*67-*64
r67. CKAccEaclac

*67 x*68. blc
rGB. CKAbcEabIac

_ ̂ I.r. 
the rule ofrejection by substitution is applied. Expression* 68 must be rej ected,because by the substitution of A fo. c in * 68 we

get the rejected expression +67. Thesame ruleisused toget* 75.
ll. qlAab, rllab xCB-69

69. CCpAabCpIab
69. plKAbcEab, blcxTo

7 o. C C K Ab c Eab Aafi K A bc Eab lac

ToxC*7v*68
*7t. CKAbcEabAac

XlY. p I Acb, I I lac, r I Aab x 7 z
7 z. CC KAc b NIac NAab C KAc b Aab lar

72. RE, RO x 73
7 g. CC KAcb EacO abC KAc bAab lac

Tgxc*74-*sg
*74. CKAcbEacOab

*74x*75. blc,  c lb
*75. CKAbcEabOac

38. plKAbcEab, blcx76
7 6. CC KAbcEab EacC KAbc Eab O ac

76 xC*77_*75
*77. CKAbcEabEac

'fhe rejected expressions *68, t7r, *75, and *77 are the four
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possible forms of the first figure having as premisses Abc and
Eab. From these premisses no valid conclusion can be drawn in
the first figure. We can prove in the same way on the basis of
the two axiomatically rejected forms that all the other invalid
syllogistic forms in all the four figures must be rejected too.

$ zB. Insuficiency of our axioms and rules
Although it is possible to prove all the known theses of the

Aristotelian logic by mearu of our axioms and rules of assertion,
and to disprove all the invalid syllogistic forms by means of our
axioms and rules of rejection, the result is far from being satis-
factory. The reason is that besides the syllogistic forms there
exist many other significant expressions in the Aristotelian logic,
indeed an infinity of them, so that we cannot be sure whether
from our system of axioms and rules all the true expressions of
the syllogistic can be deduced or not, and whether all the false
expressions can be rejected or not. In fact, it is easy to find false
expressions that cannot be rejected by means of our axioms and
rules of rejection. Such, for instance, is the expression:

(Fr) CIabCNAabAba.

ft means: 'If some c is D, then if it is not true that all a is b, all
b is a.' This expression is not true in the Aristotelian logic, and
cannot be proved by the axioms of assertion, but it is consistent
with them and added to the axioms does not entail any invalid
syllogistie form. It is worth while to consider thi system of the
syllogistic as thus extended.

From the laws of the Aristotelian logic:
B. CAabIab and

5o. CAbaIab

and the law of ihe theory of deduction:
(n) CCprCCqrCCNpqr

we can derive the followirl'$ new thesis 78:
(n) plAab, qlAba, rllab xCB-Cp-7B

78. CCNAabAbaIab.

This thesis is a converse implication with regard to (Fr), and
together with (Fr) gives an equivalence. On the.ground of this
equivalence we may define the functor 1by the functor ,4:

(Fz) Iab : CNAabAba.

$ z8 INSUFFICIENCY OF OUR AXIOMS AND RULES gg

This definition reads: ' "Some a is b" means the same as "If it
is not true that all a is 6, then all 6 is d".' As the expression 'If
not-1, then 4' is equivalent to the alternation 'Eitherp or q',we
can also say: t "Some a is b" means the same as "Either all a is
D or all b is a".' ft is now easy to find an interpretation of this
extended system in the so-called Eulerian circles. The terms a,
b, c are represented by circles, as in the usual interpretation,
but on the confition that no two circles shall intersect each
other. Axioms r-4are verified, and theforms *59 CKAcbAabIac
and. *5ga CKEcbEablac are rejected, because it is possible to draw
two circles lying outside each other and included in a third
circle, which refutes the form CKAcbAabIac, and to draw three
circles each excluding the two others, which refutes the form
CKEcbEabIac. Coruequently all the laws of the Aristotelian
logic are verified, and all the invalid syllogistic forms are re-
jected. The system, however, is different from the Aristotelian
syllogistic, because the formula (FI) is false, as we can see from
the following example: it is true that 'Some even numbers are
divisible .by 31, but it is true neither that 'All even numbers are
divisible by 3'nor that 'All numbers divisible by 3 are even'.

It results from this consideration that our system of axioms
and rules is not categorical, i.e. not all interpretations of our
system veri$ and falsify the same formulae or are isomorphic.
The interpretation just expounded verifies the formula (Ft)
which is not verified by the Aristotelian logic. The system of our
axioms and rules, therefore, is not sufficient to give a full and
exact description of the Aristotelian syllogistic.

In order to remove this difficulty we could reject the expres-
sion (Fr) axiomatically. But it is doubtful whether this remedy
would be effective; there may be other formulae of the same
kind as (Fr), perhaps even an infinite number of such formulae.
'Ihe problem is to find a system of axioms and rules for the
Aristotelian syllogistic on which we could decide whether any
given significant expression ofthis system has to be asserted or
rejected. To this most important problem of decision the next
r:hapter is devoted.


